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Bridgeport Mayor Paoletta
Addresses Gonzaga Crowd
Staff Report
Leonard S. Paoletta, Mayor of Bridgeport and
Fairfield University Alumnus, addressed a group
of students in the Gonzaga Auditorium last week
during a College Republican sponsored press
conference.
The Bridgeport area College Republicans endorsed Mr. Paoletta in his re-election bid and
stressed his good record concerning education
in Bridgeport. Mayor Paoletta is completing his
first two-year term as the city's chief-executive
after beating three-term Democrat, John Mandanici by 64 votes in the last election.
The College Republicans also announced the
initiation of their national petition drive on Soviet
emigration and called for the people of this country to show support for those kept hostage under
the Iron Curtain.
Mayor Paoletta spoke about his political career
and discussed the problems he faced in Bridgeport when he took office. "Bridgeport, like many
other cities, is one which has not yet reached its
renaissance," he asserted, "and many of the city's problem have been neglected by the
previous administration."
Concerning the crime problem in the city, the
mayor affirmed his commitment to this issue and
stated that he is the first mayor to hire additional
policemen in several years.'
"Bridgeport has a bad reputation, but it is
much safer than people would like to believe,"
he declared. He also stated that the drug problem is a serious one in certain sections of the city, especially the city's decayed East End, but
said that the additional police shoudl help to
ameliorate the situation.

"We have done a great deal to help the
schools in our city," the mayor said, "and our
system was rated last in area schools before my
administration. Now we are rated better but I
won't be satisfied until we are rated number
one."
The "Adopt-A-School" program, one of the
mayor's inventions where area businesses invest in schools and decide how the money can
best be utilized, and the Mayor's Conference on
Education which examines the school system
annually are among his efforts to improve the
public education in Bridgeport.
The Mayor fielded questions from the student
audience and met with College Republicans
from the area concerning the help the students
promised for his campaign. Paoletta also stated
that he supports the College Republican petition
and added that the people of Bridgeport are opposed to the systematic abridgement of basic
human rights by many countries.

Roundtable Examines Korean
Airlines Flight 007 Massacre
by Steven D. Lunt
Recently, the College Republicans sponsored
a roundtable discussion on the downing of
Korean Air Lines flight 007 in the Nursing
Auditorium. Participating in the discussion were
Dr. Edward Dew and Dr. John Orman of the
Politics departments, and Dr. George Baehr of
the History department.

Coles Says Immoral
Actions Unnecessary
Dr. Coles, a well-known child psychologist, did
a lot of work with polio victims at the Childrens
Hospital in Boston. His main interest has been
on the stress experienced by these seemingly
healthy youngsters who were stricken by this
viris. One of his most noteworthy deeds was his
work with a six year girl named Ruby Bridges.
This was the basis of Dr. Dr. Coles' lecture last
Monday night in the Oak Room.
In the 1940s, the small sharecropper or tenant
farmer was forced into the cities to look for
sources of income because of ruined crops and
collapse of rural agriculture for the small farmer.
These were poor, poverty stricken, uneducated
blacks who flocked to the cities in great
numbers. Dr. Coles simply called these people,
"poor black folk." They were persecuted and

Bridgeport Mayor Leonard Paoletta received the College Republican endorsement and spoke
to a group of gathered students.
[Photo by John Pastorelle & Vic Cannistra]

shamed because of the color of their skin. They
were kept in the lowest possible socio-economic
scale by the white power structure. Ruby came
from this type of environment.
When political pressure from Washington
became too intense for the politicians in New
Orleans, they were forced to try an experiment
in desegregation. Ruby, who was about to enter
first grade, was chosen because she lived very
close to an ail-white school. One Monday in
September, Ruby was escorted to her new
school by United States mgrshalls. The New
Orleans police department would not protect her
because they were against desegregation. The
small school was surrounded by enraged whites
Continued on page 2

Dr. Dew began the evening's discussion by
pointing out that the Soviet action of shooting
down the airliner gives us a tough lesson about
the Soviets, but that we should read their reaction more in terms of a defensive response rather
than an offensive one. He continued to say that
the Soviet government is internally as well as externally unstable, because the government is an
unpopular one for the majority of Russians and
satellite nations' inhabitants. The result is more
or less a "paranoia" of the Soviet government.
Dr. Dew also promoted a greater understanding
of this "paranoia" among the United States and
its allies, so as to prevent a similar tragedy from
occurring. As with all the speakers, Dr. Dew condemned the action as inhumane and uncivilized, but he added that the United States should
not go too far in actions against the Soviets for
fear of further separating the two nations and
hindering peaceful relations to a great extent.
Dr. Baehr added to the roundtable by citing
historical situations which were similar in nature.
For example, he mentioned the Spanish sinking
of the Maine in the Spanish-American war, and
the German sinking of the Lusitania in World War
I were both causes for war. However, since this
is a nuclear age, Dr. Baehr certainly did not advocate this event causing a nuclear war. Even
though, he pointed out the downing of the KAL
airliner shows the Soviets insensitive nature. He
promoted strong measures against the Soviets
for their action. Dr. Baehr added that these
possible actions include the nationalization of the

satejhte nations' debts to the U.S. and discontinuatiofVQf.U.S. bank loans to those countries,
which could further cripple the Russian
economy.
Dr. John Orman, calling himself a "superliberal" found himself in favor of President
Reagan's handling of the situation. Dr. Orman
suggested that because Russia is surrounded by
NATO, American, and Chinese nuclear
weapons, "Should we go out of our way to make
the Soviets paranoid?" Of course, there should
be reparations made, and Dr. Orman was in
agreement with the other speakers that the act
of shooting down the airliner was uncivilized and
inhumane, but he advocated a foreign policy of
appropriately tough rhetoric and condemnation
in the world community, but also the continuation of economic relations. He went on further
to say that the best way for the U.S. and its allies
to proceed is to use economic relations as a
means of showing the Russians that Capitalism
is a much better way of providing for the people
than their Communism. Therefore, Dr. Orman
condemned the action of the Soviet military, but
agrees with Reagan's continuation of economic
ties such as the U.S.-Soviet grain deal, which
would benefit both sides and may serve to lessen
Soviet "paranoia" of the West.
All of the speakers showed that there are a
number of viable alternatives for the U.S. to consider. There were a broad range of student questions and a lengthy question and answer session
following the faculty discussion.

University Determines
Harvest Drinking Policy
by Thomas P. Moore

Dr. Robert Coles, professor of psychology at Harvard, lectured to an Oak Room crowd on
Monday.
[Photo by Karen Haney]

According to a new university drinking policy
adopted this year, Harvest will be divided into
two levels; the Oak Room will serve as a dance
floor for both under-age and of-age students with
a cash bar, while the cafeteria will operate on a
B.Y.O.B. basis for people old enough to drink.
"It was a good compromise," stated Bob
Sullivan, F.U.S.A. president, in reference to the
accord reached with the University Council and
Mr. William P. Schimpf, Vice President for Student Services, the F.U.S.A. cabinet, and other
parties.
"John Roche typed up a proposal similar to
ours and presented it very well. The plan is on
trial this semester," Sullivan continued.
The bartenders for the Oak Room half of
Harvest, as well as any other large dances, will
be suggested to Stanley Kapinos, Assistant
Director of the Campus Center, by the Student
Entertainment Commission.

Other policies were also formulated. The zone
system will still be used in all Oak Room events
that serve alcohol. Rules for the use of the
Loyola Room and the Faculty Dining Room remains the same. A group of people of mixed
ages must be limited to seventy-five persons. In
the Faculty Dining Room, party groups can be
up to one hundred and fifty people, all of them
being of legal age. The same applies if all of the
people are under age.
The policies that were reached were considered as a victory by the F.U.S.A. cabinet since
their proposals were accepted with few changes.
Mr. William P. Schimpf's proposals were incorporated except for his proposal to prohibit
B.Y.O.B. from all large dances. Mr. James Fitzpatrick, Director of the Campus Center and Student Activities, went on record as being against
the concept of B.Y.O.B. at any large dances, a
position he has long held.
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Reagan's Arms Control Offer, What Do You Think?

Jim Martirano '85
Finance Major
' 'Soviets are being very pigheaded about arms
control, we are giving every option; they want
to be isolated and not cooperate. They want
to stay a separate entity. I feel that is wrong,
we all live in the same world."

Tom Blauvelt '87
Business Major
"President Reagan is giving the option to the
Russians, it is their decision, if they are supposedly superior, I think they should be man
enough and take the option. Now is the time
to settle matters."

Allison Batson & Mary Ellen Quitter
'87 Psychology Majors
"This option makes sense, President Reagan
wants the Russians to know that we are willing to negotiate. If we don't make the first
move, no one will. We are at a point where we
must compromise."

Chris Collins '86
Biology
/ think Reagan's stand is a good one. The Russians should make the first move, because it
was their first act that made the military relationship unstable."

[Photos and Responses Compiled by Catherine Robertson]

Psychology Lecture
(Continued from page 1)who Waved signs denouncing desegregation and
shouted obsenities at Ruby. The entire school
had also been boycotted. Not one single white
parent had let their child go to school. Ruby was
taught by a teacher who's only reason for being
there was threat of dismissal from her job. When
Ruby left school that day, the crowds returned
to jeer and yell and threaten her.
This routine of the local whites gathering
before and after school continued for many
months and eventually years. Dr. Coles found it
odd that this girl had been exposed to all of this
hatred which was indirectly focused at her, and
showed little effects from it. With the help of Kenneth Clarke and Thurgood Marshall, Dr. Coles
was put in touch with the black community. He
was allowed to go to Ruby's house and interview
her. For the first few trips, he was accompanied
by Mrs. Leon Dean Luke. Later, he would make
the trips alone or with his wife. The interviews
were always the same: Ruby is doing well in
school, she sleeps well, she eats well, gets along
with her playmates, and everything was just fine.
After many months of no progress, Dr. Coles
decided to take another angle; he questioned
Ruby's teacher about her behavior. She had
noticed that Ruby seemed to talk to herself when
she came to school and when she left school.
Dr. Coles thought this was an early sign of
schizophrenia.
When questioned about this apparent talking
to herself, Ruby simply said she was praying for
the people who stood outside her school. Her
parents agreed; Ruby prayed three times a day:
before school, after school and before she had
gone to bed. Dr. Coles asked Ruby what she
prayed for, and she said "nothing, I only say
"Forgive them Father, for they know not what
they are doing."
This action can be explained by the fact that
up until first grade, Ruby's education had been
what the preacher said on Sunday. From theseteachings Ruby had associated herself with
Jesus dying on the cross. Ruby truly believed
this because she was threatened on numerous
occasions. Ruby had what Dr. Coles called
"moral courage." Under great pressure from the
outside world, Ruby was able to love instead of

hate. She was able to forgive the angry whites
who wanted to see her die and ask God to
forgive them, too.
Ruby was saved from further persecution and
hatred by a quiet mother named Mrs. Connor.
Connor was tired of having the kids home from
school everyday, and when she could not longer
take their fighting, ordered them to school as
punishment. When these two white children arrived with Ruby for school, the mob was outraged. They shouted and screamed. When the two
went home in the afternoon, they were followed
by the crowd and the police had to intervene.
From that day on, the hatred the mob had felt
toward Ruby was directed toward the Connor
children and Ruby was forgotten.
Ruby went on to college after finishing high
school. She is now about 30 years old, and is
married with three children. Her moral courage
let her go through Ifie without a great amount of
hatred. Dr. Coles used this part of Ruby's life, to
contrast the fact that when Atlanta desegregated
its schools, there were ijp mobs or threats of
violence. He explains thi^ by stating that there
was not the political and economic climate for
demonstrations. Since the climate was perfect
in New Orleans, Ruby was persecuted.
Dr. Coles made an analogy between Nazi Germany and the mob outside Ruby's school. Ordinarily, passive individuals were driven to
hatred and destruction by the mere fact that they
wanted to be part of a power structure. Morals
had no significance once they were one of the
chosen few. Dr. Coles' point, which was well
taken by the audience, was that if Ruby could
be so moral in the face of such hatred, and the
Jews were able to do the same, then there is no
excuse for any immorality in our placid, uneventful lives.
Dr. Coles mentioned that he had worked with
Robert F. Kennedy and actually wrote speeches
for him. When he asked for questions at the end
of the lecture, he was asked if he saw any force
in the future which could bring the American
public together. Dr. Coles replied that we have
not had a noteworthy president since John F.
Kennedy. He went on to say that if we wanted
to bring the public closer together we will have
to vote someone like Robert or John F. Kennedy
into office.

Smoke and flames were found coming out of this willow tree by the Bellarmine Pond last
Wednesday, September 28. In a report from security, It was learned that the small blaze was
reported at 6:13 p.m. One engine from the Fairfield Fire Dept. responded to the call. When
asked about the possible cause, a security spokesman said that they found no evidence of
propellents in the area. They are sure that the fire was set but they have no leads as to who
damaged the tree.
[Photo by Gerry McPartland]

Students Host Parents
On the weekend of October14-15 most Fairfield undergraduates will assume the roles of
host and hostess to their mothers and fathers.
Chris Eaton, '84 has helped organize the
weekend.
There are events scheduled for students'
parents to enable them to share in Fairfield
University life.
There will be series of basketball scrimmages
on Saturday, October 14 between 9-12; from
there campus bus tours will be sponsored between 10:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. If you prefer
athletics and outdoors, there will be a women's

cross country meet (11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.) or the
men's soccer game against Holy Cross. A mass
will follow in the gym from 4-5:15 p.m. with a
presidential reception in the Oak Room from
5:30-6:30. The Parent's Dance is from 8:30-1:00
on Saturday night.
On Sunday at 10:00 a.m. a Fun Run between
parents and students will be held. Brunch and
a student activities fair will further include the
students' parents in a day at the University, while
open house at the Recreation Complex will be
held between 12:00 and 2:00 p.m.

"Student Services is designing a plan to allow stops at the beach during rush hour use,"
stated F.U.S.A. president Robert Sullivan, "and during normal low-use hours, the shuttle will stop at individual houses." This is in response to problems at the townhouses concering the chuttle's schedule.
[Photo by Mark Fulone]

Mononucleosis:
Be On Guard
by Karen Ponton, R.N.
Mono. The "kissing disease." No doubt, you
joked about it in high school, but you're not joking now. Even if your swollen glands didn't hurt
quite so much, you probably don't have the
energy to manage even a simple smile, let alone
a good hearty laugh. (Was making-out last Saturday night really worth all this?)
Infectious mononucleosis is caused by a
herpes-like virus, which can be found in the
saliva of affected persons. Although kissing may
be the culprit, the exact way in which people contract mono is not known.
Mono begins innocuously. You may have
found yourself becoming more and more tired
over the past several days, or felt like you were
coming down with the flu. Now you have a fever,
chills, swollen and painful glands in your neck,
under your arms or in your groin, severe
headache, a mild sore throat, puffiness around
your eyes, and perhaps a rash. You may have
some pain in the upper right side of your abdomen, or feel just plain lousey all over. Chances
are you do have mono, but you'll need a blood
test to be sure. The University Infirmary or your
private physician can arrange for this test.
Despite all your discomfort, mono is usually
a benign, self-limiting illness. Consequently,
medication is not generally prescribed. However,
if you have an oral temperature greater than 100
degrees, two Tylenol or Aspirin tablets taken
every four hours can help to lessen your fever,
as well as your aches and pains. (Tylenol is
preferable to Aspirin, since Aspirin can easily irritate and upset your stomach. If you do use
Aspirin, take it after meals or with a snack.)
Drinking more fluids than you usually do, such

as water, juices, tea, soda or broth, is important
whenever you have a fever. In addition, rubdowns with alcohol, tepid baths, or keeping a
cool washcloth on your forehead may help you
to feel more comfortable. Gargling with a little
warm salt water may soothe your sore throat.
However, if your sore throat is severe, your
physician may do a throat culture and prescribe
an antibiotic for several davs. If so. vou should
not stop taking the antibiotic until all the tablets
are used up, even if you feel better.
By far, the best treatment for mono is plenty
of bedrest. (Did you ever think you'd live long
enough to hear a faculty member recommend
that you stay in bed?!) Rest is crucial to help your
body fight this infection and to heal itself. Without
enough rest, you will be ill much longer than if
you do rest. Also, too much activity at this time
will decrease your resistance to additional infections and could lead to complications. Persons
with mono can remain febrile for 2-4 weeks and
may require as long as 2-3 months to completely
recover. With enough rest, most persons recover
from mono without problems.
Mono tends to affect young people between
the ages of 15-25, and it occurs most often in college students, medical students and nurses.
Mono can spread rapidly through a college campus. Since the virus is contained in saliva and
can remain there for several months, it is extremely important that you do not share your
dishes, glasses, cans of soda, a bite out of a
sandwich, etc. with your friends, roommates or
housemates. And out of kindness to your loved
one, swear off the kissing—at least for awhile.
[Karen Stonkas Ponton, R.N., M.A. graduated
from Fairfield University in 1974 and currently
teaches in the School of Nursing.]
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i ttt's a beautiful day ,n „

Getting It Together
All of you better sit down before reading ahead. Believe it or not, the administration actually worked
with students in order to arrive at a new drinking policy for campus events.
I know you're all probably as shocked as we are, but it really did happen. At the recent University Council meeting students and professors, along with William Schimpf, Vice-President of Student Services, worked out a final proposal which includes ideas and suggestions from both sides.
Both parties came away from the meeting with what they felt was a workable plan in the best interests of the students and university, and they allowed for a review of the plan at the end of the
semester.
Looking back in the past, wouldn't it have been nice if such a gathering could have been held
to discuss the Bankey, the shuttle and the grading policy. Remember Mom telling you to share and
share alike? It came very easily for the University Council, and we would bet just about everything
that the same result could have been reached on the other issues.
Would it have taken so much energy for Fr. Mooney to call F.U.S.A. and alert them of the possible changes in the grading system? We honestly believe F.U.S.A. would have been glad to sit down
and discuss the matter, or even contact the student body to solicit their comments. The same thing
goes for the Bankey issue.
We realize the administration has the students' interests and future in mind, but it would be a
good idea to check, just to make sure both are on the right wave length, just outof common courtesy,
for the people they're making the decisions for. '*
The upper crust of F.U.'s administration are not the only people to blame. Many students only
mouth off about what's being done around them without taking any kind of action to alleviate the
difficulty. The Mirror is open for the express purpose of printing students remarks about university
policy. And we have it on the best of authority that the administrators on campus do in fact read
the newspaper.
Also, many of the office doors of administrators are open to students, and they do want input,
even though they ddn't go looking for it.
F.U.S.A. is another organization looking for comments. It's their job to voice student concerns
to the officials of Fairfield, and if this meeting is any indication, they do it very well. Students shouldn't
have to accept university djctums, there should be some type of cooperation.
, The university should attempt to set up a conference where ideas can be exchanged and discussed. The University Council has been in effect for a long time, but it doesn't seem to get used
as much as it could. The Council is open to all students, but the times for the meetings are not
well advertised. An administrator at this school once said, "We want to work with you, not against
you." Well, the students seem ready to sit down, how about all of you?
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Don't Put It Past The USA
To the Editor:
I would like to reply to Karl Lancaster's article
on "Yuri And Company" (Mirror, 22 September).
While sharing his shock and his outrage about
the shooting down of an unarmed passenger
plane, there are still several questions left to be
answered.
The most obvious question is: what was the

What Can We Do About The Soviets?
To the Students of the Mirror:
Having read numerous articles and your
editorial "Disregard For Humanity" (Mirror, 22
September), concerning the tragic flight of 007.
I, too, wish to express my horror at the coldblooded murder of innocent people by the

Soviets. Yet, in reading yours and other articles,
I have repeafedly found that the words Russian
and Sower are used interchangeably—which is
inaccurate. Editorials which perpetuate the myth
that Russians and Soviets are the same do a
great disservice to Russians all over the globe.

Because of the loose jockeying of these words,
hard-working, patriotic Russian-Americans and
their heritage are shamefully spit on by their own
countrymen, who boast of their "humanitarian"
nature toward other individuals. Also, to state
that Russians are "morally bankrupt" is plain ignorant and fallacious. The Soviet government
should be your target of contempt, not the Russian people. (It is a fact that some high-ranking
government officials are not even Russian.)
Also, social and political ramifications in this
country must be calmly and realistically considered before cosmetically satisfying solutions,
such as reconsidering the US/Soviet (not Russian) grain deal, are suggested as punishment.
Finally, in the last paragraph, you state: "Let
it be known to all the world that we as Americans
will not allow any nation to arbitrarily destroy
human life." Yet in the very next line you hope
the UN "has the courage and conviction to
punish the Soviet Union!" The truth of the matter is that we Americans ARE very limited in what
we can do—so instead we just hurl inaccurate
words of disgust in our media.
Dave DeFusco '86
EDITORIAL BOARD
Editor-in-Chief
Executive Editors

If you have an opinion regarding something you've
seen in the Mirror or heard around campus, please feel
free to write in. The more ideas we receive from you,
the better our paper gets—and the more informed you
become. Please follow the guidelines set forth in our
Letter Policy.
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plane doing hundreds of miles off course? All
pilots know of Russian protectiveness of their
airspace, especially in this highly sensitive
military area. Maps specifically warn that planes
will be shot down if they venture into that area.
Also, there is no way that with the 747's advanced navigational systems, they could be 200
miles off course.
Another question is, why didn't the pilot reply
to radio contact? Either a navigational or radio
system failing is rare enough, but both breaking
down is almost impossible.
The last question is, why did the plane happen to fly over the most sensitive Russian
military region in the East? Could this have been
a test for the Russian military to see how fast
their response would be? (Note: the Russian
military response was disgraceful, in that it took
two squadrons over two hours to find the plane.)
I'm not saying the Administration cooked up
this scheme, but it is a possibility. It is suspicious
that they tracked the plane and made a tape of
the proceedings. Why would they do this?
My only question to Mr. Lancaster is, what are
the possible responses to this atrocity? Another
grain embargo that only hurts the US farmers?
Another pipeline embargo fiasco? In reality,
there is nothing, short of hostilities, that the US
can do to hurt the Soviets. We must actually
build up trade with the Soviets so that they are
dependent on us so that an embargo would actually hurt them.
I would like to repeat again my sorrow to the
families of the people who lost their lives. I know
Mr. Lancaster will now accuse me of being a
Russian sympathiser, but I am merely a concerned citizen.
James Cox '86

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the'
policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m. Friday evening for publication the following
Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters bacome Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal
attacks, inaccurate factual material,
and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments
or replies should be conducted on a face
to face basis, so that room can be reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.
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Grad Communication School
by Catherine Robertson
"I'm the first one to say, if you want to be a
camera man or technician, you shouldn't come
here," said Father Edward Lynch, S.J., Dean of
the Graduate School of Corporate and Political
Communication. He added that, the program is
not a technical program but a program based on
theory.
The primary object of the Graduate School is
to provide an understanding of human communication. Father Lynch points out that it is not
a public relations or advertising program, and
noted that there is only one course of each
available. It is a liberal arts program dealing with
the human aspect of communication.
Seven courses are required, including,
Human Communication and Communication
Systems and Theories. The program is based
more on theory rather than practice. Father
Lynch stated, "You can't write for...unless you
know what communication can do." Even
though the program is theory based, practice is
available. There is a required effective writing
course, workshops and internships for students.
Graduates also write in-house and out-of-house
work.
The curriculum is divided into two parts, common'base courses and areas of specialization.
The common base courses are the core and the
areas of specialization are divided into four sections. Corporate Communication, Political Communication, Communication Media and International & Intercultural Communication. This
choice for students to specialize is not mandatory, but it is available for the needs of individual students. Four courses from each
category enable a student to specialize.
On October 12, sixteen journalists and editors
from various newspapers will visit Fairfield

University and speak to the graduate program.
There will be a luncheon and the grads will visit
the Stamford Advocate, to see the surroundings
of a newspaper news room.
The people who participate in the communication program are: housewives who want to get
into the marketplace, graduates of Fairfield
University and professional people. Courses are
available day and night for students who work.
There are approximately twenty-five students
who attend full-time.
The student body of last year's program was
a graduating class of 84 and a total enrollment
of 230. These students published six books from
the program and Father Lynch says there are
more on the way.
Requirements to enter this Trimester program
are a BA degree from any accredited college and
an average of at least a B for students whose
undergraduate average is not satisfactory must
be attained, or a student may be dropped from
the program.
Father Lynch hopes to advertise through companies in the area to increase the enrollment at
a steady pace. The liberal arts approach to
human communication is the basis of the program, by theory students will learn how to better their ability to communicate.
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BOOS

To no O.J. and slow service at Saturday's
brunch...even us latesleepers deserve the top
notch service we know Seilers always provides.
To breakdancers at the beach...Give us a break!
To those of us who left our dancing shoes at
home for the dance marathon...How many of us
will ever really get the chance in the near future
to Boogie in the Bahamas?

CHEERS

To the field hockey team sweeping the Holy
Cross invitational...this deserves a champagne
toast. To the three day weekend...Bet Columbus
never thought his discovery would give college
students a much needed break. To the football
team for actually scoring three touchdowns in
one game...Could this be the start of a scoring
streak? To WVOF, Seilers, the Campus Center
staff, Office of Student Residences, the Mirror,
Peer Counsellors, R.A.'s, and other sponsors
who contributed their efforts to the United Way
cause. And finally to getting warm during the
"Big Chill"...need we say more?

Become a NailBuffs consultant.
Sell our Natural Buffing System for men
and women to friends, family and fellow
students; or hostess a Nail-Care Clinic at
home or on campus.
High commission.
call 413-788-9188 collect.
"Person to Person" Ask for Ms. Taras
On Nov. 12th (Sat.), between 10:30 am and 12
pm, two corporate recruiters will conduct a
special workshop for Fairfield seniors in
which they will teach you how to find a job
and where to look. This class will be invaluable and limited to 20 seniors. If interested
sign up in the Counseling CenterFirst come, first served.
Campus Representative:
Person on campus to sell travel packages to
students; hang up posters and conduct informational meetings—Will sell 5 tripsAcapulco, two Florida and two ski trips.
$1.50-$3.25 /person commission.
Contact: Cass Communications
Cindy Fleit
Tel: (800) 986-6441
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FRONT "END & ELECTRICAL
SPECIALISTS
ELECTRONIC TUNE-UPS
AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE

Take Advantage
of our Special
Student Discounts

24 HR. TOWING & ROAD SERVICE
| CAR CARRIER SERVICE |

COMPUTER SPIN BALANCING
DISC 8. DRUM BRAKE SERVICE
STATE INSPECTION STATION # T2017

r

372-7859

2405 BLACK ROCK TNPKE., FAIRFIELD

Mr. Boston Schnapps
Look for Mr. Boston s two new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide.
Available at bookstores or through Warner Books:
75 Rockefeller Plaza, Special Sales. Dept. B, New York, New York 10019
Mr Boston Schnapps. 54.60. and 100 proof. Produced by Mr. Boston Distiller. Owensboro. KY. Albany, GA ? 1982
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Campaign Diary
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Phillips For Congress 1^ POLITICS
by Mary H. Akiyama
[This is the last in a series of three.]
I stopped in at Phillips' Headquarters in the
afternoon on Election Day. I had a little time to
volunteer before my art class that evening. Dean
was the only person there. He sent me to the
Norwalk Democratic Headquarters to do some
driving for people who didn't have cars and
needed to get to the polls.
I went to school that night. I was dying to find
out what the results were. My professor was
understanding and let me out early. I picked up
my boyfriend and we headed for the Democratic
Headquarters in South Norwalk.

people were loud and getting drunk, the younger
ones—who had actually been out there every
day campaigning—were withdrawn, almost
remorseful.
Someone yelled, "John's here!" and everyone
turned around. He had a half smile.
After a while we opened two bottles of cham-

pagne and everyone drank. Some spoke loudly
and cheerfully and some stared at the TV in*
slience or engaged in quiet conversation.
The older crowd kept yelling, "Speech!", but
it was obviously not the right time. Somebody
had the audacity to say, "By the way, John, the
printer called (he-he)." John didn't make a

!Xfc9lu.

John walked over and the four of us talked for
a while. John lit a cigarette and leaned against
the Phillips for CongressMobile. It was the first
time I had seen him physically relaxed. We stood
around. It was one of those awkward moments
when nothing seems to be the right thing to say.
Tom told John about the day's events.
As we stood there in the serenity of the warm
night, under the light of the moon and a single
bulb attached to the front of garage, we were
suddenly interrupted by the sound of the garage
door opening. One of the men who had been
there when we first arrived was now staggering
around looking for ice. "They told me you would
have the ice, Tom." He continued to stumble
over boxes until he was fully convinced that
nobody had any ice. He left, turning off our light
as he went.
After a while, my boyfriend and I left. Tom and
John were there alone under the light of the
moon.
And thus, my days as a Phillips lor Congress
Committee volunteer ended. I grew. Everybody
grew. And we all gained something; whether it
was friendship, knowledge, or experience. In ten
days, I had encountered more new people and
experienced more than I ever had in such a short
period of time. I'll always remember the campaign workers and my days spent with the Committee. If the chance ever came up again, I would
not hesitate to volunteer for a political campaign

^ ev

John spoke for about three minutes, not showing any real disappointment. As his speech came
to an end, everyone began to move away. Bessie
Phillips was receiving hugs. As she came toward
me she looked at me, gave me a hug, and all that
I could think of to say to her was, "We'll get 'em
next time." (When all else fails, use a cliche?)
She looked very disappointed, but she remained cool. She's a very strong person.
Soon afterward, we left to go to Phillips Headquarters where the volunteers would be reflecting on the past few months. When we arrived,
we saw a few cars, none familiar. Inside, there
were about five people, none of whom I knew.
They wtere older and drinking gin and tonics.
We watched the national election results on
TV for a while. Soon, the volunteers started to
drift in. It was such a contrast; whereas the older

Ms. Akiyama is the winner of the English Department's 1983 Essay Award. This is the conclusion
of a three part article.

Of War Games, And Trust
The callous downing of a Korean airliner by
Soviet interceptors near Japan, in violation of all
recognized codes of international behavior, has
caused many people to doubt that the Soviet
government can be trusted to follow the terms
of the various treaties which it has signed with
the West. Some people have extended these
fears to the point that they find themselves
demanding a halt to arms control and human
rights negotiations. Others who favor these talks
are often dismissed as idealistic or naive, a
charge which is not borne out by the facts. If
arms control proponents thought that the Soviets
were worthy of trust in the absolute sense of the
word, then they would argue that we could do
without expensive satellite and electronic
surveillance of that country, a step which no one
has ever proposed.
This summer, an American reconnaissance
satellite discovered a new major radar installation under construction in central Siberia. This
is an apparent violation of the Anti-Ballistic
Missile Treaty, because the Treaty allows such
radars to be built only around the periphery of
each country. Further, it stands in front of three
SS-18 heavy ICBM missile fields, lending
credence to the theory that is is part of an eventual ABM system. The Soviets claim it is a space
surveillance radar, similar to one we have in
North Dakota. Some Americans, however, have
a more ominous theory; the radar could be used to support a launch-on-warning policy.
In the recent movie, "War Games", an errant
computer simulates an attack on the U.S., and
only at the last minute do the officials decide not
to launch our missiles before the phantom
"enemy" warheads land. This is, of course, a fiction; at present, neither superpower would
launch its missiles if its computers told it to do
so. The accuracy of most missiles in each country today is not great enough to guarantee
destruction of the other side's missiles. This is
changing. New missiles such as the MX are accurate enough to destroy Soviet missiles in their
hardened silos. Consequently, it would be
militarily logical for the Soviets to announce that

speech; he didn't even make a toast.
My boyfriend and I continued to listen as
Walter Cronkite informed us about the national
election results. It was getting late, so we left.
We passed about seven volunteers in the kitchen. They stood rather quietly. I could see and
feel the disappointment.
As we headed toward my car, we passed Tom.
I asked him how he felt and he said "okay". He
looked hurt, but wasn't angry as I though he
might be.

We made it there by 10:00 pm. As we edged
our way from one end of the room to the other,
we noticed that a crowd was gathered and a film
crew was focusing on a small platform near the
front door. We heard someone say, "And now,
John Phillips." He stepped up as the people
clapped and cheered. "We did our best...we did
all we possibly could..." My boyfriend and I looked at each other. I couldn't believe it. I knew that
McKinney had been a long-time favorite, but I
figured;that after six terms of the same guy, people would be eager for-a change. ,

by Tom Davis

|

they would launch their missiles the minute their
radar indicated an attack was under way; after
all, war cannot be deterred if one's weapons are
vulnerable to destruction.
At least that's what the American analysts
would do if they were in the Russians' place—
which in a way they are. The performance of the
Soviet SS-19 is similar to the MX in some ways.
If the Soviets do adopt a launch-on-warning
stance, it would be to our advantage to accelerate the transfer of computer technology to
the Russians, instead of trying to stop it. Perhaps
those analysts are wrong, and the Soviets will
refuse to take such a reckless and fateful step.
But do you really trust them not to do it?
[Mr. Davis is a Fairfield student and an occasional contributor to this page.]

THE FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY COLLEGE REPUBLICANS
and
THE POLITICS CLUB
Present

MICHAEL NOVAK
Monday, October 17

Oak Room

7:30 p.m.

*****

Tickets: $1.00; $2.00 non-students
TICKETS ON SALE DURING LUNCH AND DINNER
IN CAMPUS CENTER LOBBY.
*****

Mr. Novak is the author of
The Spirit of Democratic Capitalism

"Those Who Live In Glass Houses../'
by Rich Carr
Without excusing the tragic death of flight 007,
I would like to make a few points that Karl Lancaster chose to ignore in his "Reflections on the
Atrocity" (September 22).
Mr. Lancaster says if we people who do care
about all human rights really care about this in-

"The U.S. happily
supports fascist dictatorships like General Pinochet's in Chile.
cident, then he wants to hear from them. Well,
listen then. I can in no way excuse the act, but
I can point out that the Reagan Administration
quickly saw this event as an opportunity to score
telling propaganda points against the United
States' chief imperialist rival. Reagan lashed out

with charges of deliberate murder and barbarism, etc. Unfortunately, his charges and
reports contained more than their share of contradictory, conflicting, and inexplicable aspects.
His hysterical charges of Soviet inhumanity
coupled with his posture of self-righteous morality and concern for human rights are cultivated
to invite a highly emotional response.
Mr. Reagan's unprofessional approach to the
incident has one objective: Undermine the growing demands for disarmament and rally support
for the ongoing buildup of the nations' armed
forces and general militarization of the country.
Mr. Lancaster goes on to say, "The United
States is not perfect, but it does not go around
shooting down passenger jets." Well, you're
right, Mr. Lancaster, the U.S. is not perfect. We
condemn the Soviet Union but happily support
fascist dictatorships like General Pinochet of
Chile. We don't shoot down planes, but we do
supply arms to death squads in Guatemala;
death squads that wantonly murder far more
than 269 innocent passengers. Let's not forget
the barbaric, terrorist acts the U.S. supports
throughout Central America; terrorist acts which

are equally as vicious as this incident.
Of course, pointing out the military dictatorships that the U.S. supports usually falls on deaf
ears; we do it to protect our material interests
and economic domination as well as our atrocious exploitation of labor across the globe. They
call it free enterprise; I call it Imperialism.

"We are not the
moral, innocent nation we try to portray ourselves as."
The 007 incident was indeed barbaric, but the
U.S. is not the moral, innocent nation that it tries
to portray itself as.
[Mr. Carr is a member of the Democratic
Socialists of America.]
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Penciled Portrait:

Kim McElaney
Dedicated To Service
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by Stephen J. Humes
If you would like to treat yourself to an interesting conversation with a very pleasant person, I urge you to walk into Loyola basement to
the Campus Ministry office. When you get there
you will find Kim McElaney, assistant chaplain.
Halfway into my conversation with her, I found
myself wishing I had looked into the Campus
Ministry sooner. Also, I found myself devaluating some misconceptions about Campus
Ministry and their programs.
Campus Ministry can best be compared to
Kim McElaney herself...vibrant, energetic,
responsive to human concerns, and here for you.
Kim McElaney was initially from Boston and
attended school at the College of the Holy Cross.
She went to a Jesuit graduate school and received a Masters of Divinity. This type of degree
teaches how to minister to people, not just teach
in a classroom. It is the minimum degree
necessary for a priest to be ordained.
I asked Kim why she chose this type of career.
"It was really important to me to find a way to
be an active Christian and live a normal life...I
really wanted to be involved in a different way."
After she graduated, she joined a Jesuit
Volunteer Corps for a year. This type of organization is a group of people dedicated to peace and
justice. They involve themselves in the community by working very closely and living with people in need of support. Kim, who was looking forward to traveling also, went to an Indian reservation in Idaho, and then to Spokane,
Washington.
When she came back, she reflected on where
to go. She chose Fairfield University and has
been with us for four years now.
"Campus Ministry was so important in my college career, and I was always frustrated because
there were no lay people in it at all. And I thought
I would like to be able to work with college
students. I wanted to be able to demonstrate that
there is a way...you don't have to be a big holy
roller to have a very strong, well balanced, well
lived faith," commented McElaney.

Campus Ministry is growing to the interests of
Fairfield students. Currently, there are three
main divisions and two new and growing programs. The main divisions are the Eucharistic
Ministers headed by Fr. Frank Moy, The Folk
Group and Lectures, and the Peace and Justice
coalition headed by Kim.
Kim explains that within the Peace and Justice
Coalition are three programs: education, action,
and liturgy. Education attempts to inform through
lectures on current issues such as hunger and
the arms race. Action promotes direct student
involvement in many ways. One way includes
Community Alternatives of Bridgeport. CA is an
organization which allows the poor to purchase,
at cost, their food supplies. It offers coffee and
donuts in a community atmospere. And it is an
excellent place for Fairfield student involvement.
Fairfield students are really loved by the poor of
Bridgeport. They gladly welcome our help.
Liturgy organizes special masses to support current issues such as last year's special mass with
a slide show on hunger.
A new program is called the Ministry of
Hospitality. Kim encourages interested students
to sign up in the Campus Ministry office. It involves small groups of 4 or 5 and a dinner in

Believe it or not, there is life outside the Fairfield University gates. If you are looking for a nice
place to take a date or a small group of friends,
the Post Road has the answers. Tommy's and
Dogwoods are great nightspots where you can
sit back, relax, and party. Both restaurants are
within ten minutes of campus.
Tommy's is located at 1418 Boston Post Road,
Fairfield. The restaurant specializes in Northern
Italian dishes. Entrees run from $7.95 to $13.95.
The menu is varied with steaks, veal, chicken,
and seafood. There is also a great selection of
appetizers. Dinner is served seven days a week

Southwell Hall. This is the house where Fr. Moy
lives and is located next to the playhouse. A
group of hosts and hostesses cook dinner for the
4 or 5 guests. In this way, the guests can meet
the hosts/hostesses, an opportunity which will
hopefully be mutually beneficial.

I.D.'s are accepted, but you must have some
other form of identification with you. Because of
the new drinking age, two I.D.'s are necessary.
Dogwood's offers yet another alternative for
pleasant dining and drinking. It is located at 2070
Boston Post Road, Fairfield. The restaurant is
open from 11:00 until 11:00, seven days a week.
The menu is filled with many fine entrees that
range in price from $6.50 to $12.95. Daily
specials include fresh fish and a chicken dish.
They also offer delicious hamburgers and sandwiches. Reservations are suggested on
weekends.
The bar at Dogwood's is open until 1:00 on
weekdays and 2:00 on weekends. There is a

Dogwoods offers another alternative for pleasant dining and drinking in a garden-like atmosphere.
[Photo by Mark Fulone]
from 5:00 until 10:00. Lunch is served Monday
thru Saturday from 11:30 until 3:30. Reservations are required on weekends. Tommy's accepts all major credit cards, however they will not
accept personal checks.
The lounge at Tommy's is open until 1:00 on
weeknights and 2:00 on weekends; it is conducive to small groups of students. On Friday
and Saturday nights, piano music is provided in
the lounge. The music is usually mellow pop
tunes by artists such as Billy Joel or Dan
Fogelberg. Proper attire is required in the
lounge, casual but neat. Fairfield University

"Campus Ministry can best be compared to Kim McElaney herself...vibrant, energetic,
responsive to human concerns, and here for you."
[Photo by Mark Fulone]
Another growing activity is the retreat program. Kim said that these retreats wefe-so successful that they are trying to increase the
number and variety of these activities. One such
event, a silent retreat, was very popular last year.
. I asked Kim if she had any difficulties in working as an assistant chaplain and she responded thoughtfully...
"Sometimes being a lay person is hard
because people don't understand how you can
be a professional person in ministry if you are
not a religious...if you are not ordained a priest
or if you are not a nun."
When discussing why some students find it
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Life Beyond Those Gates
by Annemarie Brana

4

happy hour, Monday thru Friday from 4:00 until
7:00. Hors d'oevres are served during the happy
hour. Every weekend, Dogwood's offers live
music in front of the fireplace. Last weekend,
John Bristow, who used to play with Todd Rundgren, performed there. The music at Dogwood's
is livelier than at Tommy's.
Both Tommy's and Dogwood's encourage
Fairfield University patrons, however, they prefer
a small group of students rather than a large
crowd. If you and your friends are looking for a
relaxing spot to spend an evening, stop in at
Dogwood's or Tommy's.

In referring to religious growth, Kim says "I
would like to see students learn more about
prayer...what it means to pray...not just repeating
specific prayers such as the Our Father. Also, I
would like to see them develop prayer in their
own lives. I see this growing already."
Perhaps her strongest emphasis was on
human justice. As a Jesuit institution, Fairfield
states in its Mission Statement that it is sharing
common goals and a common commitment to
truth and justice by manifesting in the students'
lives the common concern for others. This is the
obligation of all educated, mature human beings.
"I don't think a big enough commitment is
made to educating for justice at this university",
Kim said. "The justice thing is still a stumbling
block but I think we're making great strides..."
The best way an open minded student can
grow through this commitment to justice is to
somehow come into experiences with human injustices, and to somehow have that become
more a focus and more a real vibrant dimension
of this Jesuit university.

hard to become involved in these programs, she
explained that sometimes people are turned off
by the words "Campus Ministry". It sounds so
serious, so religious, so boring. But what Kim
McElaney stressed is that these programs are
what students make of them.

Finally, Kim encourages anyone interested in
participating actively or passively to come into
the Campus Ministry office. The invitation is not
limited to participants. Kim McElaney gladly
welcomes anyone in need of counseling or
friendly conversation as well.

"My courses are great, but I hate my
schedule." This common complaint touches on
the reason that you and I are here at Fairfield—
our education. The following statement arrives
every year like the entering freshman class and
everyone will agree with it although they might
condemn my solution to it. The scheduling process has a negative effect on education at
Fairfield.
I am willingly wading into dangerous waters
when I say that I think I have the answer. Instead
of Oak Room card swapping each student

professors would be able to regulate the number
of students in their classes.
The big question, where everyone's going to
jump on me, is who should be the lucky one to
get the ideal schedule. Right now, the seniors
take their pick and the sophomores get the remains. That seems necessary. Seniors only have
certain courses that they need to take and
sophomores only have the core to fill and there
ought to be plenty of that. However, it's the exceptions to this rule that worry me.
If a student has advanced placement he has
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should make up five different schedules from the
course selection booklet, keeping his major
courses constant in each and arranging core requirements and GEE's around them. Schedule
number one would be his "ideal schedule",
number two his next best and so on. These
would be programmed into the computer (by
work study students and volunteers to keep
costs down) and juggled so that each student
could get as close to his ideal as possible. For
example, if a first choice class is filled the computer could skip to a second through fifth choice
to fill that time period. Think of it, you might not
have Fridays off but at least you wouldn't be
spending five hours on campus waiting for two
classes. There's only so much you can accomplish in the library.
This would also benefit professors. Why
should they sit in the Oak Room passing out
schedule cards? An appointment with a faculty
advisor weeks before is the best way to get advice. A computer printout of the student's
choices and the formulated schedule would
show professors just how much over capacity
one course is and how much under capacity
another is. Before the schedules are finalized for
the students the teachers could meet and decide
to open up a new section of the popular class,
preferably in the same time slot, or fill up an
under capacity course with students who chose
it second through fifth. This way no course wouldl
be canceled because of too few students andl

completed most of his sophomore core in
freshman year and when sophomore registration
comes most of the core he needs has been closed out by juniors. Why should he have to take
a lot of the courses for his major or GEE's
sophomore year then break off and complete his
core junior year when he thought that AP's would
help him keep a continuous flow of courses in
his major in junior and senior years?
In addition to the preference system as it exists, preference should also be given to Dean's
List students. There aren't that many to cause
schedule problems and they've earned the right
to get into the courses they most want, when
they want to take them. Maybe the "bright
lights" blink out because of frustration in having to take a course because it was the only one ,
open.
Consideration, at least, should also be given
to commuting students. I know, they chose to
shuttle back and forth, but it shouldn't be a
burden to them.
The few should not have to suffer for the convenience of or "fairness" to the many. School
is not a democracy. The powers that be can plan
for and accommodate both groups to their satisfaction. It might take a lot of time and hard work but
it would be worth the effort. I can almost see the
angry letters to the Editor pouring in. I wince but
say let 'em come, maybe they'll lead to a
solution.
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Washington D.C., Capitol Experience For Interns
by Greg Maguire
For those of you who want to be Off Campus
Boarders and want to live in a mixed urban environment with multiple opportunities to gain experience in government affairs, you might want
to try a city just south of here, Washington, D.C.
It is only three hours and $23 away via Newark
Airport. However, there is little reason to commute if you are enrolled in one of the internship
programs available to Politics Majors.
These programs give students the opportunity
to get away from the peaceful town of Fairfield
for a semester of city living and professional
working. The halls of Canisius are turned into the
halls of Capitol Hill. The knowledge gained from
classes at Fairfield become real as interns are
caught up in the actual workings of national
government.
There are currently two programs being offered to Fairfield students. One is in conjunction

Slates
Must Go

with American University, combining a part time
internship in a government agency (or an agency
with a government related interest) and classes
at the school. The other program is at The
Washington Center. If offers a full time internship with a course in the evening. This school
runs internships for a number of different colleges across the country.
The Politics Department requires a thirty page
research paper in addition to the program requirements at both of these schools.
The Washington Center rents living quarters
for its students in an apartment house. Most of
the Center courses are also taught in the same
apartment building. American U. students are
housed on Campus. Both schools are about
forty-five minutes from the Capitol.
Speakers are brought in from various areas of
government to talk to the interns at both schools.
At the Washington Center the speakers include

Stanley Collender, a leading expert on the
Budget, and Lawrence Korb, an Assistant
Secretary of Defense. Speakers also talk on
issues ranging from the "Gender Gap" to congressional rules and practices.
For those of you who blow off a class because
the night before was spent examining the alcohol
content of Stag-Her beer, a change is in store
when you reach Washington. A professional attitude is expected at the agency that sponsors
the interns. In jobs that range from lobby groups
to the F.D.I.C. or from T.V. news studios to congressional staffs, a.lot is required of the interns.
The job responsibilities are surprisingly substantial. Volunteers just breaking into the field will
usually get work that is somewhat routine and
beneath the full time workers. However, when
an issue gets hot, or office work gets piled up,
there are opportunities to get involved in some
really rewarding projects.

Student life at these host schools have all the
flavor of city living. This includes the great invasions of cockroaches. After-hours escape is an
option. There is often a nourishing reception being thrown by a lobbyist to supplement the intern's usual peanutbutter and jelly fare. There
are also free concerts on the Mall, "Broadway"
plays, night clubs in Georgetown and more
museums than one could hope to cover in a
semester.
■
.
If you plan to learn about the government first
hand, preparations should be made about a
semester in advance. The internships are offered
in both the Spring and Fall to juniors and seniors.
Mrs. Dorothy Machio is currently handling the
Politics internships.
[Greg Maguire is a senior Politics Major/Economics Minor on a Congressional Internship in Washington, D.C]

It's Not Just For Philosophers
by David Jarmusz

by Daniel Grubb
Did you ever notice that about 2 or 3 weeks
before parents wekeend many changes occur on
campus? These changes are mostly to beautify
the campus. One such change occurring for this
year's parents' weekend is the paving over of the
bare spots in the grass.
I feel that this paving doesn't make the campus look attractive, but on the contrary. Most
places that are paved are extremely stupid. For
example, the new paths by Bannow and the
Library were laid within a few feet of existing
paths. If this doesn't make students lazy, I don't
know what will. And speaking of the path by Bannow, those slates must go. They are positioned
so that my walking stride is longer than the
distance between the ends of them. This is a problem because when one steps on the edge of a
slate, it sinks into the ground while the other end
raises out of the ground. Speaking of slates, the
Bus stop in front of the campus center is getting
paved over with those stones. I wonder how
much it is costing the university, considering how
much they complain about how much the bus
service costs to maintain (the Red Rocket rules
the road). Now there are so many paths going

What occurs at night, involves seven professors but deals with only one person? The
Philosophy Department course on Aristotle, of
course. "When the course is over" states Dr.
Joseph Grassi, head of the seminar, "students
will have a good understanding of Aristotle's
works." Students are not the only people who
benefit from the class and that is what makes it
even more interesting. The fact that the subject
is taught by seven professors makes it unique
as well as answers the second part of the riddle.
The staff is comprised of Dr. Joseph Grassi, Dr.
Morris Grossman, Dr. King J. Dykeman, Dr.

Donald A. Coleman, Dr. R. James Long, Dr. Lisa opinions and criticisms about the previous
H. Newton and Dr. Regan, S.J.
material.
The course centers itself around class parThis student involving seminar is not for the
ticipation, an important factor which leads to philosophy major only, anyone interested in
evaluation and criticism, two more essential Aristotle would find this course a fascinating exaspects which are needed for a subject which cursion into his philosophy as seen through the
involves a great deal of interpretation. "Par- eyes of your instructor and your fellow
ticipation gives insight and leads to learning" classmates. The class meets once a week for
according to Dr. Grassi. The participation does two hours and is worth three credits.
not always contain itself to the students since
there are always other professors present for
[Features welcomes any contributions relating
their colleague's lectures. Every three weeks to new courses or seminars on campus. If you
there is a special discussion period whose know of or are involved in any such courses
sole objective is to be open for everyone's please let us hear from you.]

al's place cafe

off in so many different directions that, in 2000
years, some future archeologist will discover
them and believe they were a landing site for ancient astronauts like the paths etched in the Mexican desert. At the rate it is going now, the whole
campus will be paved over in 10 years.

(comer
Mill Plain Rd.
& Post Rd.)

35C DRAFTS Every Monday &
Thursday Nights 9 P.M.-12 P.M.
TUESDAY NIGHTS—Free Movie 9:00 P.M.
TUES. OCT. 11—Blood Beach
SUNDAY NIGHTS- "Ffld U. Night" 9 P.M.-11 P.M.
All Drinks Half Price w/F.u.l.D. (Pitchers excluded)

The whole point of this article is just to show
the person or persons responsible for these
paths that planting grass and placing "KEEP
OFF" signs on it would be more economical and
would look much nicer. Think about it.
Goodnight.

TWO PICTURE IDs Required!! 20 & Over

"Good Luck" Fairfield Football!

[MIRROR)
IT'S WORTH
LOOKING INTO

rooKine imo
11,8 MOB1H
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CUSTOM SCREENING
39 UNQUOWA RD.

259-4334
FAIRFIELD, CT

WE HAVE SUPPLIED FFLD. U. STUDENTS
FOR THE LAST 7 YEARS WITH DORM SHIRTS,
B/B SHIRTS AND ATHLETIC EVENT SHIRTS

Barber Serville
1420 Post Rd.
259-3893
Happy Columbus Day

Please step in and check our prices

STILLSON PHARMACY
GUS HATZIS, B.S., Reg. Ph., Mgr.
DAVE BARTKU, Reg. Ph.-NOTARY

2145 Black Rock T-Pike,
Fairfield, Conn.

PHONE 3677729

Babysitter Wanted:
Weston area. Must be
available daytime hours. Own
transportation needed.
Call 227-1185 for more info.

Fairfield Trading Post
Sweatshirts from
5.99 to 11.99
Crew neck,
hooded, zippered
Assorted Colors
1580 Post Rd., Fairfield

259-3498
Exit 21 Conn. Tpke.

ALL
KEGS
DISCOUNTED
40 COLD KEGS IN STOCK EVERY WEEKEND!

Eiiiliiifc

Discount Wine &SpiritMer6fiaxjtSj

COLD KEGS AND BEER BAGS AVAILABLE
1476 Post Rd. 259-0673

8,99
*B-99

Busch
NO EXTRA
CHARGE FOR
COLD BEER
STROH'S

export bottles

suitcases—24 12 oz cans

+ tax & deposit

8.99

suitcase—12 oz cans
+ tax & deposit

+ tax & deposit

Classic Club Vodka

Carling

80° 1.75 liter

Export—12 oz. cans

7-99

+ tax & depos

5.99

OLD MILWAUKEE

CARLO ROSSI

12 pack cans

Chablis, Burgundy, Rose

;Q QQ cold case
*/■«/«/

s

schiitz

^T« 15/

+ tax & deposit

Not responsible for typographical errors.

12% 4 liter

5.29
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University Allots $42,000
More For Financial Aid Jobs
by Kristin Dodge
This year Fairfield is offering more
work-study jobs than ever before. The
university's financial aid office has
been allotted $212,000 compared to
last year's $170,000. Last year,
because of the limited budget, there
were 240 students enrolled in the program. This year, with the extra
$42,000, there are 275 students and
by the end of the year, the financial aid
office hopes to bring this number up to
300.
According to Larry Wielk, Assistant
Director of Financial Aid, in order to
enroll in the work study program,
students were supposed to submit
financial aid forms last spring.
However, the financial aid office accepted applications up until the beginning of school. Those students who
participate in the work study program
must show a need of a thousand
dollars. Over the course of the year a
student is able to earn this thousand
dollars and even more, but very few
reach this mark. Most students earn
approximately seven hundred and fifty dollars. Students work a maximum
of twenty hours a week. The minimum
number of hours a student may work
vary according to the needs of the
department head and the individual
student. Some students may work only for three hours on a certain week if
that is all their school work will allow.
"School takes preference over work,"
according to Wielk.
The financial aid office places
students in sixty-three various departments all over campus. It may be typing or filing in various business offices
and academic departments, or as an
assistant in the library or a receptionist
at the recreational complex. They try
and match each job with the needs
and concerns of the individual student.

A student who enjoys and shows an interest in athletics would be much more
likely to be working in the Recreational
Complex than a chemistry major who
would probably be a chemistry lab
assistant.
Each year there are approximately
forty additional job openings. This
number may vary depending on the
number of graduating seniors that held
work-study jobs. Every year each student must reapply since the work-study
program is contingent upon need and
also, partly on performance. The financial aid office has been contemplating
giving raises each successive year the
student works, but this would utilize
the funds much quicker and fewer
students would be able to participate
in the work-study program. The financial aid office also has twenty to thirty
non-work study jobs. The pay may be
better in the non-work study program
but since many of these jobs are in
town, transportation may present a
problem.
Many students, especially the
freshmen and sophomores, see the
advantages—accessible location right
on campus and flexible hours—and
tend to stay with the work-study program. There are forty consistent
names on the waiting list throughout
the year. In order to accommodate the
needs of these students, the financial
aid office has designed a Temporary
Job Service Program where they
record the free time and skills of each
student on the waiting list. When personnel members such as secretaries
are unable to come in on a certain day,
the university will not have to call the
temporary job service in town and pay
an exorbitant fee, but rather they can
pay the student in need for doing the
job. This job service is beneficial from
both the university and student's point
of view.

Working in the Campus Center mailroom, Kerrie Besnia sorts ma
to earn his work study paycheck.

The Print Shop als
is hard at work.

Ellen Dooley consults with Mr. Larry Wielk at her job in the Financial Aid Office.

Steve Belinger has been given the job of dispensing, sorting, and receiving sports equipment in
the Rec Plex.

Photos by Donna Dt.
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The Athletic Office keeps many
work study students busy.
Above, Laura Patile and Jane
Scarpellino.

I

Work Study Students Pleased
With Variety Of Campus Jobs
by Wendy Chamberlain

i utilizes work study students. Here, Ed Murdock

Infield

Students in Fairfield University's
work study program are offered a
variety of jobs ranging from clerical
work to lab assistants. In order to
qualify for work study a student must
show need of $1000.
The university attempts to place all
work study students in an area which
is of interest to them however this is
not always possible. Regardless,
students seem to enjoy their work
experience.
Freshman English major, Stephanie
Ruffino finds work in the Biology
department as an office assistant. Her
tasks include xeroxing, filing, answering the phone, and getting the mail,
among others. Biology background is
not needed to work in the office, "But
it would help me with the Med School
files," Stephanie said.
Stephanie works approximately ten
hours per week. These hours are flexible so that her job does not interfere
with her studying. Stephanie is allowed to switch her hours of work if she
needs to study, "as long as I come in
each day that I was scheduled to," she
said, "even it it's just for a half an
hour."
Of her job, Stephanie says, "Yes, I
enjoy work. It makes me feel like I've
got responsibility, which is needed for
work. I've also enjoyed meeting all of
the professors," she said. She would
like to work in the Biology office again
next year if possible.
Work study students are paid 3.37
per hour, half of which is paid by the
federal government. Even though a job
in town may pay better, Stephanie
prefers to work on campus. "These
are not like real office people," she
said, "It's a very congenial
atmosphere."
Mrs. Margaret Maloney, secretary of
the Biology department, appreciates
Stephanie's help. An office must
qualify to get a work study student.
Mrs. Maloney says of Stephanie,
"she's my left arm. I think it's a good
idea to have work study students,"
Mrs. Maloney said, "It gives them an
idea what's outside."
Ralph Leon Davis, freshman accounting major, is presently employed
in the equipment room at the RecPlex.
His jobs include equipment distribution, reorganizing shelves, and taking

inventory. Ralph chooses to work fifto be in contact with people in her age
teen hours per week.
group and major. In her office job, she
"It cuts down on my study hours,"
was more or less isolated.
says Ralph, "I have the opportunity to
Working in any lab is predominantstudy there, but the atmosphere is not
ly a senior job, but lab jobs are
very conducive for it, so it's kind of
available to underclassmen who show
hard."
very good skills and work habits. "Your
Ralph's job in the RecPlex is part of
freshman year you basically don't get
his financial aid package. However,
a big choice," Patricia said. Through
the money is given to him so that he
your freshman and sophomore year
may do with it as he wishes. While he
students must take the opportunity to
admits that occasionally his job gets
look into jobs that are of interest but
boring, Ralph enjoys meeting people.
are predominantly for upperclassmen.
He says that his co-workers are pleaMichelle Klokus, freshman nursing
sant to work with, and that his boss is
major, works in the office of Graduate
very cooperative and understanding.
and Continuing Education in Julie Hall.
Ralph, too, prefers to work on camHer duties include answering the
pus, and if it is available, he would like
telephone, working on the computer
to work in the RecPlex again next year.
and some typing. She works approxHe is presently looking into the upward
imately 11 hours per week.
bound program for next year, but if it j Michelle's job doesn't interfere with
is not available as work study he will , her studying because, "I was allowed
stay with the RecPlex.
to make my own hours," she said. If
Work study experience may be in- 1 she has a test she may call in and
cluded on a student's resume. Along ! switch her hours, and may increase or
with this advantage, it allows the studecrease her hours as she see fit. Of
dent an opportunity to learn to work
her job, Michelle says, "I love it a lot.
with people.
The people I work for are really nice."
Junior nursing major, Patricia Duffy
Michelle believes that her work exfinds herself in quite a different situaperience will be very beneficial to her
tion. Patricia, after working for two
in the future. "I'm getting a lot of exyears in the purchasing department in
perience," she said, "I've learned a lot
Bellarmine Hall, was offered a job in already." One thing she pointed out
the nursing lab and accepted it.
'was that by answering phones, she
"Those were really nice people up has learned how to talk with people.
there," she said of her coworkers and
Michelle also prefers working on
boss at Bellarmine. Her boss made the campus, and would not want to work in
work studies fee like "real town. Her job has helped her to budget
secretaries," even buying them her time.
flowers on secretaries day.
Overall, the work study students feel
"I felt like I had another role here," that the program is worthwhile. But
Patricia said, It was "like a little students aren't the only ones involved.
family."
When talking with various departWhen Patricia was offered her job as ments, all agreed that the work-study
a proctor in the nursing lab, she ac- program was definitely succesful.
cepted it realizing that it would be wor- Theresa Fedorchek of Developmental
thwhile to work in her major. She works Services states that, "The students
81/2 hours per week as opposed to the work well and are extremely helpful.
ten hours she was working in the pur- We could not do without it (work study
program)."
chasing department.
Patricia's duties include assisting
According to Donna Toth in the
underclassmen nursing majors in lear- Alumnae department, "We can't have
ning skills, correcting tests, and some enough of them, we need more!"
clerical work.
The students do many jobs all over
"It sharpens my skills in those campus. Many of which would just be
areas," she said, "It's good time consuming for secretaries. Havreview... reinforcement."
ing students do these odd jobs is very
Patricia enjoys her job "because I'm helpful.
working more in my department," she
Lois Mendenhall of the administrasaid. She likes to teach people and talk tion office states that "They are our
to patients. Patricia finds that it's nice right hand, we'd be lost without them."

i
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Chase Turns Oak Room Into Carnegie Hall
by Lisa Arpaia
Exuberant applause and conservative shouts
of "Bravo!" echoed throughout the Campus
Center Oak Room last Friday evening. The traditional weekend spot of student mixers is converted into a music hall six times a year to accommodate the "Evenings of Music" series.
The series, sponsored by the Office of Special
Events, commenced with a successful performance of the nationally known violinist
Stephanie Chase. Her accompanist on the
piano, Anne-Marie McDermott, complemented
her performance.
Miss Chase, a 25 year old artist in residence
at the Boston Conservatory of Music, holds
numerous acclamations, including the Bronze
Medal at the 1982 Tchaikovsky Competition in
Moscow. A documentary covering the event will
be aired this season on Public Television (PBS).
Miss McDermott leads a dual performing
capacity as a splendid accompanist for renowned artists and as a chamber musician in the
McDermott Trio with her two sisters. Her list of
accomplishments remains remarkable for this 20
year old performer, and includes the
Accompanying Prize at the afore-mentioned International Tchaikovsky Competition.
Throughout the performance, Miss Chase
covered a spectrum of violin compositions. She
opened the evening with a twist, as she performed Mozart's Sonata in B-flat Major. The traditional view associated with Mozart is his relationship to masterful piano compositions. However,
the composer held a strong adoration for the
violin. Miss McDermott's accompaniment was
executed in harmony with the central instrument,
=>s Mozart had intended

The second selection from the Bohemian composer Leos Janacek brought the audience into
the romance and mystery associated with his
native land. The selection exists in contradistinction to the previous Mozart piece. The piano and
violin create a conflicting situation as they present an unharmonic pattern.
The third selection carried the audience into
a restful state with the soothing harmonies particular of Bach, complete with a second movement fugue. The audience may have been calmed but were far from sedate, as the selection
spanned a slow-fast sequence. The piece was
rendered "a cappella", accenting Miss Chase's
striking solo ability.
Her last two selections were those of the
Spanish composer Pablo de Sarasate,
Malguena and Ziegeunerweisen. These pieces
exemplify his originality and spontaneity, and
both explicitly demonstrate the influence of his
Spanish heritage.
Miss Chase hailed an enthusiastic applause,
which prompted a most welcome encore. She
jokingly admitted that she would at this point perform "some serious music." The audience
responded heartily to the popular Gershwin tune
"It Ain't Necessarily So." This piece capped off
an evening which filled the audience with
warmth and energy.

Mr. Andrew Heath, pianist and Associate Professor of Music of the University, will perform an
"Evening of Music" Friday, October 7 at 8:00
p.m. in the Campus Center Oak Room. Tickets
are available from the Office of Special
Events—$2.00 for students.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

Stephanie Chase and Anne-Marie McDermott. take a curtain call to end their recent performance in the Oak Room.
[Photo by John J. Pastorelle]

Robert Plant Scores
With Latest Solo Hit
by Jim Moore

Sweet Home Appalachia
by Eileen M. O'Connell
The best Oak Room event of the year did not
take place on a Friday night. It was not sponsored by S.E.C. Alcohol and wristlettes were not
involved. The most enlightening, fun, and wellrun event so far this semester was the Appalachian Festival which took place Saturday and
Sunday from 10 am to 6 pm.
The event, co-sponsored by Fairfield University Campus Ministry and The Appalachian

hand-painted that I was amazed to find that they
were made of newspaper.
All the merchants were native Appalachians
who gather once a year to do one festival here
at Fairfield. Their skill makes the work seem simple, while the beauty of the finished product
reminds us that it is not.
While the artisans worked in the Oak Room,
students gathered in the Campus Center lobby
were entertained by folk musicians and dancers.
Songs with humorous tones, like Marry An Ugly

Warning: this is not Led Zeppelin. All future
purchasers of the new Robert Plant album
should be forewarned of its content.
It is the Principle of Moments, Mr. Plant's second solo album created with the aid of
Genesis drummer Phil Collins, guitarist Robbie Blunt and keyboard player Jezz Woodroffe.
Don't expect to hear Jimmy Page belting out
his "Heartbreaker" solo or John Bonham performing "Moby Dick". Those days are over.
If you're one of those peole who jumped for
joy when Led Zeppelin was destroyed in 1980,
just give this album a chance. Mr. Blunt is a
superb guitarist and we all know the percussion abilities of Phil Collins. They blend with
Robert's powerful vocals to produce eight
quality songs. Two of these, "Other Arms" and
"Wreckless Love", bear heavy resemblance
to the Led Zeppelin style, while the tune "In
The Mood" is a soft, flowing medley of guitar
and vocals. "Big Log", the album's radio
single, is another relaxing, mellow song,

although its background beat does become
monotonous. '
Clearly, Principles of Moments is not heavy
metal. You will not find screeching, horrid
vocals or repetitive, nauseating guitar noise on
this album.

VINYL
EXAM
Yes, hard rockers do mellow with age and
yes, Robert Plant's second album is well worth
the price. It is refreshing to see that Mr. Plant
is willing to leave his classic work of the seventies to history and move on into the eighties
with his crisp, new style of rock.

Crenshaw, Southside
Headline Harvest
by Rich Mealey
Volunteers of Darien, gave both students and
Fairfield residents a taste of a unique culture.
The friendly crafts-people, musicians and
dancers shared their folklore and talents.
For example, pottery master Bob Mays of
Elkins, West Virginia, demonstrated how to
wheel clay into stoneware. He learned his craft
by taking a few classes, visiting other potters,
and lots and lots of practice.
Stained glass workers David and Mary Andrews, showed how their original design drawings are cut and leaded into colorful works of art.
While a "simple" 30 piece pumpkin took shape
before our eyes, more intricate windows, such
as a magnificent dragon, were also on display.
Many of the 202 folk toys, made by Dick
Schacke's Mountain Craft Shop enthralled both
the children and adults in attendance. Personal
favorites were the world of miniature home furnishings and a rope-climbing wooden bear.
Also on display and for sale were leather
crafts, woven rugs, a variety of handmade quilts,
dough sculptures, pine cabinets, maple clocks,
coal jewelry, and other skilled, creative products.
One table show off beaded jewelry so pretty and

Girl ("She'll never, ever leave and if she does
you won't mind."), and more serious ballads
were shared. Similarly, dances ranged from
"clogging", a type of precision tap, to simple
squares in which the audience participated.
After this weekend Appalchian experience,
visitors are charmed into appreciating the simple lifestyle shown. However, we should be
reminded that this life is not an easy one. Cochairman Dolores Potterton reminds us that "Appalachia is a third world nation within the U.S."
Organizations such as The Appalachian
Volunteers and Vista help run the Appalachian
Residents Co-op, whose members rely on their
crafts as their sole means of support.
The majority of funds collected in admission
and raffle at the festival will be used to defray the
cost of running the event. The remainder will
help supply craft materials. The publicity obtained will help market the products. Several cable
stations including WTNH-TV (Channel 8)
covered the festival.
So, if you still do not know how to dance the
nine pin quadril or have never played with a
"whimmy-diddle," don't miss next year's
festival. It will introduce you to a new way of life.

Harvest is a dance. Harvest is also a concert,
in much the same way that Blondie was a group.
Fairdale's annual Harvest Weekend happens
this year on the 21st and 22nd of October. Now,
before you scoff at the price of the package deal,
($23), consider what you get...
The package is two sets of tickets—one for
you and one for your boyfriend/girlfriend. Inside,
there will be tickets for the concert on the 21st
in spacious Alumni Hall, for starters.
And who will you be seeing? None other than
a triple bill of Southside Johnny and the Jukes,
Marshall Crenshaw and special guests The
Raybeats. The doors open at 7 PM, and the
Raybeats take the stage at 8, followed by Crenshaw and his psychedelic British Invasion pop,
and finally Johnny and the Jukes (apparently no
longer from Asbury). And you know from Miller
Beer commercials on MTV that these guys are
kings of party rock.
Now, the general public (yes, you will be
mingling with townies) will be admitted for $8.50
per ticket. But because you bought the package
for you and your honey, you will be paying, in effect, $6.50. (Actually, you've already paid it.)

And the next evening, you also get to go to the
dance.
Upstairs in the Campus Center, under-20s and
people with dates under 20 will find a cash bar,
no less, but they will also find one of the area's
best-known and best-loved party bands, The
Meade Brothers Band, alias Willy and the Poor
Boys, alias Rust. If you see the Meade boys, you
are in for a good time. Period. (Think fast: only
350 packages of tix are available.)
Meanwhile, downstairs, one will find no liquor
(unless he or she brought it themselves), and the
self-styled 'cool jerks of rock'n'roll,' The Trend.
We're talking serious 60s music here: the quartet
covers everything from Manfred Mann to Tommy James and the Shondells to The Four
Seasons to The Cowsills (remember 'Hair'?) to
Sly and the Family Stone to (good God) The Ventures, with a few medleys thrown in (TV show
themes and girl-group segues among them).
And everyone down on the Island is raving about
how hot these guys are. (They haven't broken
their fevers yet.) Only 200 packets of tickets will
be available.
Now do you think it's worth $23 per couple?
So, for 2 weekend events you won't soon forget,
take your best girl or your best guy to Harvest
Weekend. (Guys: if you can't get a date, bring
a sweater and say 'she went you-know-where.')
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Columbia Pictures has scored big with The Big
Chill, a newly released film that exposes us to the
emotional confrontation of friends, more than a
decade after college graduation, coming to grips
with the tragic death of another in their circle of
friends.

Yale Rep Announces
New Season Schedule
by Paul Galullo
The Yale Repertory Theater, corner of
Chapel and York Streets in downtown New
Haven, will be presenting nine plays for their
1983/84 season. Subscriptions are being
offered, ranging from $40.00 for preview shows
(Tuesday 8 p.m.) to $85.00 weekends (Friday
8 p.m., Saturday 8:30 p.m.). Full-time students
receive a $5.00 discount toward any subscription. Call the Yale Repertory Box Office
Monday-Friday (11 a.m.-5 p.m.) at 436-1600 for
more information.
Critics have given the theater, the
playwrights, and the productions very fine
reviews. The shows for the season are:
MAJOR BARBARA by Bernard Shaw
October 4—October 22
London. While Barbara militantly claims souls
for the Salvation Army, her munitions-magnate
father and the classics scholar who adores her
spar in a highly charged battle of Shavian wit.
The future of the world, and of the lovers, is at
stake.
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The movie boasts a fabulous cast of eight of
Hollywood's rising finest; Kevin Kline (Sophie's
Choice), Glenn Close (Garp), Jo Beth Williams
(Kramer vs. Kramer, Poltergeist), William Hurt
(Body Heat), Mary Kay Place, Jeff Goldblum,
Tom Berenger and Meg Tilly. Kline and Close play
the married hosts to a reunion weekend, set
somewhere in the Midwest. All of the characters,

playwrights, presenting three new works-inprogress by promising young artists. Performed in rotating repertory; titles announced in
November. Subscribers see two of three.
NATTER AR DAGENS MOR (Night is Mother
Of The Day) by Lars Noren
March 6—March 24
Sweden, 1950. An innocent day-off leads to

———

Box Office

MA RAINEY'S BLACK BOTTOM
by August Wilson
A RAISIN IN THE SUN by Lorraine Hansberry April 3—April 21
November 1—November 19
The American jazz world, 1920's. Ma Rainey,
Southside Chicago, 1950s. Twenty-five years
The Mother of the Blues, struggles to maintain
after its landmark premiere, a revival of the
her tenuous grasp on success; the boys in her
poignant, powerful drama that made theatrical
band strain to make their marks in the world.
history.
Gathered in a recording studio are the musicians, their most ambitious hopes, and their
RICHARD II by William Shakespeare
most menacing fears. An American premiere.
November 29—December 17
England, 14th century. Though King Richard's
"MY NAME IS PATIENCE" by Athol Fugard
rash, fierce blaze of riot cannot last, it is desMay 1—May 19
tined to burn brightly—if briefly—while his
Contemporary South Africa. A new script
cousin plots to usurp the crown.
(working title above) from the acclaimed author
of Master Harold.. .And the Boys. Athol Fugard
WINTERFESTIV
again honors Yale Rep with a premiere, this
January 16—February 25
time the story of two women. To be directed by
The Yale Rep continues its commitment to new
the author.

The movie also captures the interrelationships of a variety of character types: the
happily married couple in their own little corner
of the world; the divorced man who has achieved fame as a television personality; the frustrated
woman who's slightly bored as the wife of a successful business executive; the successful single
business woman who lacks the one thing she
really wants.. .a child; the magazine writer who's
still a child at heart; the impotent Vietnam Vet
who still dwells in his radical past; and the post-

Big Chill
Warms Heart

'

profound collisions, stripping an adult family
emotionally bare, ultimately exploding them into dreamlike unreality. A continuing, one-year
run in Stockholm has made this play and its
author the compelling focus of contemporary
European theater. An American premiere, to
be staged by the original director, Goran
Graffman.

their alma mater's Saturday football game. The
movie somehow draws on all of the viewer's
emotions, certainly not leaving us drained or
depressed, but rather optimistic and revitalized

by Bob Clifford

with the exception of Tilly, were once classmates
at the University of Michigan, back when it was
in vogue to be a radical college co-ed of the 60's.
Their clique is brought together after the shocking news of the successful suicide attempt of
another close friend, Alex. Tilly plays the girl
who's been living with Alex for the four months
previous.
The audience gets their first glimpse of the
cast, one by one, as the word is passed on and
they make their sad trek to the funeral, very appropriately set to Marvin Gaye's "I Heard It
Through the Grapevine." The movie is full of
popular songs of the 60's, including Jo Beth
Williams' humorous rendition of "You Can't
Always Get What You Want" at the funeral,
which puts the cast and the audience at ease.
The characters deal with the serious subject matter of trying to rationalize their friend's death, in
a way a death within themselves, but the movie
remains uplifting at the same time. It is good to
see the bond that remains after about fifteen
years of separation, conveyed in scenes like
their dance session while they clear off the dinner table, and their enthusiasm while watching

adolescent who has a hard time understanding!
everyone else. Although they've grown up in different directions, there is still the bond that:
brings them all back.
The Big Chill delivers an octet of fine performances with special praise going to Kline, Close,
Williams, and Hurt, Their acting is convincingand emotional and a pure pleasure to watch.
This movie, along with each of their past credits,
will certainly establish these actors as the
wanted performers they should be.
One other particularly humorous element oft
the film is Meg's (Mary Kay Place) weekend
search for the "right" man to father her child.j
Although surprised at first, each of her male col-'
lege buddies respects her wish, but only one can
fulfill it. The slow selection process produces one
of the more witty situations in the film, as well
as a child, hopefully.
The Big Chill is a story of the warm friendships
that can exist, even amidst the chill of death and
years of separation. It is an excellent film that
should nor be missed. Don't wait until you hear
about the Oscar nominations it will inevitably
receive. . .see it now and pass the word!

.

BUD'S

DELI

714 Reef Road, Fairfield, CT
(203) 254-0748

TOP SELECTIONS!
AT BOTTOM OF I
THE BARREL j:
PRICES...
j

COLD BEER & ICE*KEGS AVAILABLE*LUNCH AND DINNER SPECIALS
•COLD CUTS'PARTY PLATTERS »HOT & COLD SANDWICHES*SODA
•COFFEE*ITALIAN SPECIALS!

Bud's Breakfast Special
Ham, Egg and Cheese 75°

EFFECTIVE OCT. 6th-0CT. 8th

6:30-10:30 AM
Fresh Danish and Pastry daily

II

Call In Orders Welcomed
HOURS: 6:30-8 M-F • 7:30-8 Sat. • 8-2 Sun.

ji'-Ayt
THE YEARBOOK NEEDS
1
YOU
IUU
-writers
—typists
—ad sales
—layout

"

photography always welcome
if interested drop a note
to the MANOR in Box A

jj
■•

FREE DELIVERY

I
I
II

CALL 259-1764
* DELIVERY POLICY
All Transactions must be done with students over 20years of
age. Be prepared to sign age statement forms and have proper
ID (Drivers Licence and FU ID). Deliveries will be made between
6-8 pm Thurs, Fri. & Sat. "CALL BEFORE 6 PM".

• 1 «■»•
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Bahama Boogie Busts
ing hours rolled along, the dancers never lost
their vitality but continued to dance along.
There were some organizational problems
College students will do anything these days
for a buck. Some solicit while others pay. Last which hindered the event's total success.
Saturday night, the dancers in the Dance McDonald's, which was going to supply the partiMarathon billed their sponsors and the United cipants with food and beverages throughout the
course of the marathon, reportedly backed out
Way reaped all the benefits.
"Boogie in the Bahamas," the theme of the the day before, and the organizers had to make
Dance Marathon, was promoted by the Office of do with what they could get their hands on.
Publicity also lacked somewhat, the outcome of
Student Residences.
the event depending almost totally on the large
About fifty sponsored dancers started out at
sign in the cafeteria. Other than that, there was
six o'clock Saturday night and continued straight no help from other clubs, and there were no
through until twelve noon on Sunday. During this other types of advertising, i.e. promotional
time, crowds of students also came in to dance previews in the Campus Center.
the night away. Funk, blues, rock, jazz, disco,
Incentive was increased by prizes awarded
swing, and new wave music created the
throughout the night, such as Domino's pizzas
appropriate ambiance for these illustrious and Harvest tickets. What made the night an
characters. Even the most avant-garde dancer
even greater success was the fact that the
was thrilled by the sounds.
United Way profited.
If you still have not paid the dancer whom you
The D.J.s played in two-hour intervals which
added variety to the dance. Every hour on the sponsored, please do so soon and help the
hour there was a break for ten minutes during cause that donates to worthwhile community
which time the entire gym buzzed with excite- organizations. If you have paid your dancer,
ment and laughter. It wasn't long, however, thank you for your support in this successful
before the gym was rocking again. As the morn- campaign.
by Tom Danehy

DAILEY'S
FLOWER
SHOP

[Photo by Michele Kilmartin]

Ross University
Ross University oilers superior courses ol study leading to
qualilicd degrees in Medicine and Veterinary Medicine. The
School is located on the bcaiititiilCaribbcan Island ol Dominica, an English-speaking
country with a stable government and Irienrily relations with the U.S.A. All courses
arc taught in English by outstanding lacultics from the U.S. Also financial aid
available.

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
• American Medical School Curriculum • 78 4% pass rate ECFMG by Ross grads. We
have allilialions and working agreements in more than 40 hospitals in the US where
our students do their third and lourlh years ol clinical clerkships • Accredited • Listed
in Directory ol Medical Schools. World Health Organization • Over 90% ot our
Graduates are doing their residency in U.S. Hospitals.

2151 Black Rock Tpke.
(next to Angus Steak House)

SCHOOL OF VETERINARY MEDICINE
• American Veterinary School Curriculum • Accredited and listed in AVMA Directory.
Portions of curriculum taught on campus in St. Kitts and in the US 3'/; years
veterinary medicine program. Transfer applications accepted. All applicants should
write to: Ross University, Clarence Butler, Director P.TJ. Box 266. Roseau.
Dominica, W.I, or Caribbean Admissions, Inc., 16 West 32 St., Dept. 1. New York.
vN.Y. 10001.

Call 336-1895

r

A full 18 hours of dancing takes its toll on this couple.

'

<£k

With Fairfield Univ. I.D.
Get 1st Drink for 1C

AUIlftTOrS
Ice Cream Manufactory
~S>

Share One With A Friend

i

BUY ONE PINT
GET ONE FREE

Of

Black Rock

EXPIRES 10/20/83 (with this ad)

70 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

259- 6944J

the
courage to try
is all
you need

MAKE A DIFFERENCE
. . . in the lives,
faith, and
development
of peoples.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

BROTHERS OF HOLY CROSS
Bro John Zick. CSC
R D #3. Box 113. Valalie. N Y 12184

Monday—Monday Night Football
Free Pot of Captain's Chili
25<P Hot Dog
(served at half time)

Appearing
Sat—Oct. 8

Cliche
No Cover
9:30-1:00
Directions:
North Benson Rd.
to Grand Union, left
past Luigi's 6 Sandbar.
Capt. Smedley's on
left.

Tuesday—Schaefer Night
50<P Bottles
9:00-Till Closing
Wednesday-99(p Bar Drinks
9:00-11:00
Thursday—Pitcher Night $5.00
Kama-Kazi; Watermelons,
Melon Balls and Slammers
Saturday-11:00-3:00 p.m.
Hot Roast Beef Sandwich
$1.25
Sunday—99<P Bloody Mary's
Smedley Burgers $1.95
12:00-2:00 P.M.

(518) 784-3481

2770 Fairfield Avenue, Bridgeport, Connecticut 06605 Telephone (203) 384-0735
S
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ANIMAL INSTINCTS
EXCUSE

by Bruce Kaechele
WE, THEKR0VAL ORDER. OF
A»mALS UHO PHILOSOPHIZE UHILE INTOXICATEP',
V10UL0 UKB TO SAY A UORP
ABOUT THE HEW
PRIUKIN6 AGE....

ne....

HI, COULD I HAVE
VOUR ATTENTIOH FOR
JUST A MIHUTE?

-»flW >;,£>V1a;

. *a to.i 9Vbu nit* '"■"'''

FOOTBALL CONTEST

Campus
Notes
MEETINGS
A Support group for persons concerned about
anorexia nervosa and bulimia will start on Monday, October 17, from 7:30 to 9:00 p.m. in Room
15, Loyola Basement. Through support, education, and counseling, the group will help students
and others understand their eating behavior and
learn to control it. A nutritionist will attend one
meeting to help members realize the effects of
their eating habits on their health and to discuss
changes in these habits. Anyone directly or indirectly affected by these problems is welcome
to attend the group. For further information, contact the group administrator, Dr. Carol Lucas,
Loyola 110, ext. 2641.

On Monday nights the Stag-Her Inn will sponsor
its first annual GREAT MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL FUN CONTEST. We will air 14 Monday
night games and 2 Thursday night games over
the course of the semester. Prizes will be awarded over the course of the semester. Prizes will
be awarded nightly and a grand prize will be
awarded at the end. For rules and information see the information booth. This week's
game: Mon. Oct. 10th Pittsburgh vs. Cincinnati

Buffet Dinner: at 5 p.m. in the Faculty Dining
Room
Dance: 8 p.m. in the Oak Room

STAG-HER NEWS
The Stag-Her will present Ray Boston in concert
at 9 p.m. on Saturday. Don't miss this!

On Friday "ANDREW HEATH" Pianist will perform in the Oak Room at 8 p.m. This concert is
one of many in the EVENING OF MUSIC series.

ALUMNI HOMECOMING
Alumni Tailgate Party: 12 noon on McAuliffe
Lawn. Football: 1:30 p.m. on Alumni Field vs.
Sienna
Cross Country: Women at 10:30 a.m. and Men
at 11 a.m.
Women's Tennis: at 12 noon vs. Pace

On Tuesday October 11th, there will be a Circle
K meeting in Bannow 341 at 7:00.
Don't forget...Mirror meetings are held every
Monday evening at 7:30 in Bannow Third Floor
Lounge. All new members are welcome!

Senior Portraits for the Yearbook will be taken
in the Campus Center Oak Room Back Stage in
G-70 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.
Sign-up in the information booth.

ATTENTION
ALL SENIORS

SPECIAL EVENTS
Special Events Dessert Cabaret Concert at 8
p.m. in the Oak Room with "MARTHA
SCHLAMME." Admission is 7 dollars, call x2644
for reservations.

NOTE TO SENIORS

All senior students interested in on campus
recruiting should know:
Bidding occurs two weeks prior to the week of
on-campus recruiting. (On Mon. &Tues. of that
week). The names of the highest bidders and the
names of the six students on the waiting list will
be posted outside the Counseling Center in the
Vestibule of Loyola Hall two weeks prior to interview date. Sign-up schedules will also be posted
in the Counseling Center on Thursday mornings.

Resumes must be submitted at the time student
signs up. Any student who does not make a
schedule, but who wishes to submit a resume to
any recruiter for review and consideration, may
do so.

Free Sign-Up Schedules will be posted in the
Counseling Center two weeks before the interview date on a first/come first served basis.

Additonal information is available in the Counseling Center of Loyola. Dats and companies will
be printed in future issues of the Mirror.

For Prescreened Interviews resumes must be
submitted at least three weeks prior to interview
dates.

(Fairfield University
puZZLES Contest)

FUZZLES
PUZZLE 2:

RULES:

1) Answers should be submitted to the Mirror Box AA in the mailroom. Be sure to include:
YOUR NAME
YOUR ADDRESS
YOUR PHONE NUMBER (if applicable)
AND THE DATE YOU HAVE SUBMITTED YOUR SOLUTION.

(NUMBER BOXES)

SOME A-1

2) Puzzles will appear in this issue and the following Mirror.

PUZZLES

3) Deadline for submission of answers will be noon on Monday, October 17th.
4) Winner will be announced in the 10/20 issue of the Mirror. We will deliver to you...

2-B SOLVED

5) Decision of the Gamemasters is Final...
Co-Sponsored by the office of Student Residences and the Mirror.

PRIZE: 2 TICKETS TO HARVEST CONCERT!!
*;

PUZZLE 1:
OLD THORN BENSON was wandering around the campus a while back when he came across
a peculiar message in one of the residence halls. Trouble is, the poor old codger can't quite
remember in which building the mysterious message was found. If it's any help at all, Old Thorn
has a suspicion that there may be a clue to the location of the message contained somewhere within
it. Old Thorn's last "suspicion" was in 1980, when he predicted that Spiro Agnew would be our
next President. Still, it's the only clue you've got, so...
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Dell Leads Fairfield Golfers
by Jeff Cahill
Senior captain Dave Dell will be out defending
his title today in the ECAC qualifying round for

Southern New England which is being held at
the Oak Ridge Country Club in Springfield,
Mass
The ECAC fjna|S are scheduled for
October 15th and 16th at Colgate.

Fairfield Pitching
Starts Win Streak
by Joe DiPietro
The Fairfield University baseball team has put
together its first winning streak of the fall season.
This past week the Stags defeated Housatonic
Community College and Sacred Heart University and now have a record of 4-9.
This semi-convincing winning streak began
with an 8-3 drubbing of Housatonic. Dave Moore
was the big story here, pitching five scoreless innings and showing Coach C. Donald Cook that
he need not worry about a fourth starter behind
Bob McCandlish, Dave Caseria, and Chris Tiso.
Moore moved the ball all over the plate, utilizing an excellent breaking ball and keeping most
of the Housatonic batters off stride.
While More was doing the pitching, the Fairfield offense did the hitting. They built up an 8-0
lead on a bevvy of singles and timely hits. Phil
Geraghty relieved Moore in the sixth and relinquished a three-run home run, but did show
some good pop in his fastball during his three
inning stint.

Johnny Martin's eighth inning three-run homer
gave Fairfield their second win in a row, a 7-4 victory over Sacred Heart. Martin's blow traveled
some 350 feet over the fence in left field and
made a winner out of Doug Hofstedt.
Hofstedt, a junior from Briarcliff, NY, came in
the game in the seventh inning to spell freshman
starting pitcher John Mangini. At this point the
game was tied 4-4, even though the Stags had
left nine men on base already. But then Hofstedt
took ove? anJf stifled the Sacred Heart bats for
the rest of the game. Of course it was Martin's
heroics that gave Fairfield the win, but it is a
refreshing change to see Hofstedt, who struggled through most of the season last Spring, pitch
so well and hold onto the lead.
So now Fairfield has a small winning streak
and a fourth starting pitcher and a rejuvenated
relief pitcher. Maybe it's time that Cooks' boys
finally escape the depth of the "L" column.
Maybe it's time to stop using the work "maybe."
P.S. How about some seating up there,
Coach?

You might recall that it was Dell's one under
71 which took the medalist honors in last fall's
event, besting the likes of then Bryant College
star Jim Hallet, the same Hallet that flirted with
the leaderboard for two straight rounds as an
amateur entry in last spring's PGA Masters.
The real story, however, has been the
impressive if not surprising play of the entire
Fairfield squad in the past two tournaments. The
combination of Dell, who has been the top Stag
golfer the past two springs (All New England:
First Team last year), a pair of juniors, Dan
Douaire and Dick Bernard, and senior Jon
Costa, have provided the Stags with the best fall
showing in recent years.
In the N.E.I.G.A. two weeks ago, Fairfield
placed 10th out of 45 schools. A second round
309 (77.3 average per man) moved Fairfield up
from 21st position in the two day event. Dell's
80-75 was good enough for seventh individually in a field of roughly 230 golfers. Douaire was
second low Fairfield man, shooting 82-76., while
Bernard (86-76) and Costa (86-83) followed.
Last weekend it was the Toski Invitational held
at Hickory Ridge in Amherst, Mass. The Stags
finished ninth out of 26 schools. Again, it was
Dell leading the way with an 81-72. His final
round of 72 (three birdies) helped him place 12th
out of 130 golfers. Douaire (84-76) was next,
followed by Bernard (78-84) and Costa (81-82):
■

'■

■

'

Dell has high hopes for the Stagsr spring
season: "Out of the almost 50 teams in the East,
I would rank us in the top ten."
If you measure that statement over the last two
tournaments, it fits very appropriately.

Mike's
Pizza

30E
and

■

Women's
Volleyball
by Karen Fanning
The women's volleyball club began their
second season two weeks ago under the direction of coach Jean Osborne. Although their current record is one and four, don't let that
mislead you, these women mean business.
Their commitment and enthusiasm make them
worthy competition against the highly skilled
varsity teams they encounter.
Last week the club competed in a tri-match
against Springfield College, ranked number
one in Division 2, and Southern Connecticut
College, ranked in the top five in Division 2.
Although Fairfield did not win, the women gave
these two teams which have been in existence
for over fifteen years a run for their money. Not
only did they prove to be fierce competitors, but
they also were able to pick up many new skills
while playing. Coach Jean Osborne spoke of
their performance as "remarkable."
Recently, the team pulled all their resources
and skills together in their brilliant defeat over
Albertus Magnus College. Fairfield took the
match in the first three games, crushing the
opponent 15-8,15-4, 17-15. The talented and
dedicated team members who were responsible for their success were: Sandy Sardelli, captain and president; Susan Collier, Jeanne
Drozd, Cathy Oleary (seniors); Carole Clabby,
Marisa Picornell, Betsy Trapasco, Annie
Lazarus (juniors); Barri Schoch (sophomore);
Sharon Mahoney, Denise Graziano, Debbie
Bacchieri, Kim Scott, Kathy Martel (freshmen).

OFFAIftFIELD

•

•TAKE OUT ORDERS
■GRINDERSSpecial Mike's Calazones
or Turnover Pizzas
10% DISCOUNT
W/F.U.I.D.
FAIRFIELD

1559 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD

LIH

Hairdesign

Just
Ask!

255-2292

ASK ABOUT OUR 6TH
PIE AT NO CHARGE
OPEN DAILY 11 A.M. TO 11 P.M.
SUNDAY 2 P.M. TO 11 P.M.

(203)-255-1866

1560 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
(NEXT TO FAIRFIELD TRADING POST)

E533333333333333333333333333333L533333333332H
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NAUTILUS CAFE

Order any 12" pizza
and get up to 2 free
cups of Pepsi! If you
order a 16" pizza,
you can get up to 4
free cups of Pepsi!

SPECIALS:
All cans of beer $1.00 9-11 P.M.
Monday Night Football
Tues: 2 for 1 Bar Brands only, 9-11
Wed. Ladies Night. All ladies drinks $1.00 all
night
Thurs: 25* drafts 8-11
Mon.

No coupon necessary,
just ask!
Fast, Free Delivery

468 Tunxis Hill Rd.,

COMING SOON

367-9956

BUTTON NIGHT and
Tote Bag Night
Watch for it!!'

LUNCHEONS &
DINNERS DAILY
11-3, 5-11

Our drivers carry less
than $10.00
Limited delivery area.
'1980 Domino's Pizza Inc.
MON. - THURS. 4:30-1:00 A.M.
FRI. & SAT.
4:30-2:00 A.M.
SUN.
4:30-1:00 A.M.

§

Come in and make your own breakfast til
11 a.m. It's all on BARNEY — all you have
to do is clean up!
1144 Reef Road, Fairfield—255-3416
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Cross Country
In Full Swing
MEN:

Flag Football team discusses strategy in recent intramural action.

[Photo by Kathleen Mebus]

Intramurals
by Jay Coffey
For the past two weeks, five hours a night,
Monday, Tuesday, and Thursday, Aggression
Alleviation Sessions have been held on the Intramural Football Field. Better known as the Intramural Flag Football League, this year's version, with over 400 participants, promises to be
the most competitive to date.
At the end of two weeks play, four powerhouse
squads have emerged as the cream of the crop.
The Red Tank, defending champions, have
jumped out to a 2-0 start despite losing Geoff
Myers to the F.U. Football Club. Under the direction of Mike DellaVecchia they have outscored
their opponents by 49 points. The Final Thrust,
a semi-finalist last season, has also proven that
they are again a force based on their four overtime victory over Hofnars and a 29-0 trouncing
of the Tahitians.
The MWAA's, 1981 champs and last year's
runners-up, have an unblemished-2-0 record
despite the inconsistent play of QB Paul Sheehy.
A stingy defense, which has allowed only one
score, has enabled the MWAA's to outscore the
opposition 68-6.
In the late Thursday night league, The
Reemers and the Nads are both undefeated.
Under the tutelage of head coach Jim Dugan,
The Reemers did not allow a first down or a com-

pleted pass in a 32-6 trouncing of the Lost Planet
Airmen. Joe Heller's Nads have also looked
good and must be looking forward to the game
against The Reemers. Other undefeated teams
are The Last Resistance, The Dictators, and The
Regis 3 Baloogas.
Perhaps the most dominant team in any
league is the Senior Crew of the Women's
League. Captained by Sophie Niezrecki and led
by Erin "The Cat" O'Brien, they routed Wilson's
Wild Women 33-0 and seem to have what it
takes to go all the way.
There are also other intramural sports
scheduled. For those of you who are aquatically inclined, Inner Tube Water Polo action begins
this week. Tomorrow (10/7) is the last day of signups for racquetball and tennis intramurals. Play
will begin on Monday the 11th. Stop over at the
Rec Plex and sign up for one or more of the five
events offered in each sport.
Tomorrow also marks the first day of sign-ups
for the Intramural Department's winter
showcase, Intramural Basketball. Once again
there will be four levels of competition for the
men while the women will fight it out in a single
■ league.

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL
October
«..
if
people keep
telling you to
quit smoking
cigarettes
don't listen ...
they're
probably trying to
\
trick you

$

Lube (grease)
ARCO Supreme

4.00

10W-40 Motor Oil-5 qts. *8.75

*7.35

Oil Filter

Regular Price $20.10

Special Price $11.99

+ Tax

COLONIAL
•

AMERICAN |
CANCER
SOCIETY

"^>

ARCO

2047 POST RD.
FAIRFIELD,
CONN.
06430

TELEPHONE
FAIRFIELD

259-7558

WESTPORT'S COMPLETE ART SUPPLY STORE

art supplies
68 POST ROAD EAST-WESTPORT, CONN. 06880*(203) 226-0716

WOMEN:

by Bob Blake

by Maureen Noonan

The Fairfield University Men's Cross Country
team, under the leadership of coach Nick Giaquinto, is off to its best start in recent years.
Although there are only five members, the team
has been able to achieve a respectable 3-3
record thus far.
Sophomore Tom Lynch is the top runner for
the Stags. Lynch's time of 25:21 in the Fairfield
U. Invitational set a school record. He finished
an impressive third in a five team meet the
following week, again on Fairfield's challenging
4.8 mile course.

Women's Cross Country has gone Varsity!
After only two years of existence at Fairfield, the
former club has now been granted Varsity status.
This is much to the team's advantage. Now the
team is backed by the University, has guaranteed
existence of a team, can compete in post-season
NCAA championships, and has athletes that are
now under the rules and guidelines set by the
NCAA.
The Cross Country season is now in full swing.
Their opening race, The Fairfield Invitational,
was run September 10th by women from
Southern Conecticut State College, Wagner College, Quinnipiac, St. Peter's and Fairfield. The
Lady Stags finished fifth, right behind St. Peter's.
The second race was also at Fairfield, this time
against Stony Brook. Although Stony Brook beat
the Fairfield squad, many Lady Stag runners improved their times tremendously on the 5k or
rough 3.1 mile course. The third race was at
Southern Conn., where Fairfield faced tough
competition from Wesleyan, Trinity, Lowell,
Quinniapica, Eastern Conn., Albert us Magnus,
and Central Conn. Fairfield placed 7th out of the
nine teams, ahead of Albertus and Central. Once
again the women continued to improve their
. times.
,
„____
Fairfield's top runners are freshman Sharon
Zenie and sophomore Maria Malatak. The team
captains are seniors Mauree Brady and Joan
Watt. Junior runners are Audrey Collins and
Maureen Noonan. Sophomore runners are Clair
Reducia and Michelle Gallivan and Geraldine
Cramer is a frshman.
Thanks to the dedication and work of coach
Dr. Boitano of the psychology department, the
' team exists today and has progressed from club
to Varsity status.

Helping the Stags come in sixth in their invita-'
tional were Pat Tobin (26:33), Paul Nitzche, Bob
Blake, and Drew "Spleen" Hayes. Tobin missed the next meet because of a bout with the flu,
but Hayes (27:26) Nitzche (27:31), and Blake
(28:01) picked up the slack. Blake's performance
was especially encouraging as he is coming off
a broken leg from a year ago.
This past Saturday the harriers visited Van
Cortland Park to take on St. Peter's and St. Francis. They settled for second place as St. Peter's
had just too much depth. Lynch again led Fairfield with a 28:49 over the muddy five mile
course. Senior captain Tobin came back strong
with a 29:21, followed by Nitzche &30:21), blake
(31:02), and Hayes (31:12). Giaquinto is please
with these performances, saying "We have
shown tremendous improvement since the Fairfield Invitational and we'll continue to improve
as the season progresses."
This Saturday the team will be at home against
Quinnipiac at 11:00 A.M. Fan support would be
greatly appreciated.
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Newport News
Drops Stags 27-19
by John Henschel

Stag defense gets tough in the fourth quarter. It was too little too late though as Fairfield lost
27-19.
[Photo by Mike Schippani]

Tough Week For
Fairfield Soccer
by Christine Ryan
This was not the week for the soccer team to
make their about-face, as they lost to the University of New Haven 5-0, and 12-0 to URI.
Playing against a team with only two Americans on their roster, the Stags only managed
one shot on goal the entire first half. The opponents grabbed control of the game with a goal
at 7:00 in the first half, and never relinquished
it, scoring again at 9:18.
Once they were down by two goals, Fairfield
seemed to lose much of their spirit and aggression. Freshman Kevin Shea was kept busy in
goal with twelve saves in the first half and four
in the second. Unfortunately, most of the rest of
the team seemed to fall into a relaxed state and
let Kevin do the work.

New Haven's Boniface Uche, from Nigeria,
blasted his team's third goal at 42:05, and the
score remained 3-0 until far into the second half.
Fairfield made a few offensive attacks, but they
were short-lived. Jim Entwistle, a sophomore,
continued to direct out on the field, but the ball
just would not bounce in Fairfield's direction.
New Haven scored twoce more before time
expired.
There is a tremendous amount of talent in this
young team, but their major obstacles are mental, not physical. Once the opposition gets the
upper hand, they get easily discouraged. They
have a good shot against Manhattan (away) this
week, and their home game against St. John's
promises to be close. The Stags need some
fanatical fans to get their momentum going. It's
time for that "0" in the win column to be
changed.

At halftime of last Saturday's Fairfield-Newport
News College game, Fairfield's chances of winning looked about as bleak as the gray October
sky. Down 24-6 and showing the defense of a
blind boxer, Fairfield didn't give the fans much
to cheer about. But the gamey Stags staged a
valiant comeback, only to fall short 27-19.
In the first quarter, Newport News, looking like
a scaled down version of the Nebraska Cornhuskers, scored on their first three possessions.
A 31-yard field goal by kicker Bobby Presto and
touchdown runs of one yard each by fullback
Tony Dixon and quarterback John McMahon
made the score before, it seemed, the Stags
came out of the locker room.
Fairfield started its ball rolling when they finally
scored their first points of the season, quarterback Dave Grewcock rolled out to his left and
threw a risky pass to a closely covered Mike
James. The Fairfield split-end went up with the
opposing cornerback and both came down with
the ball. The officials ruled that James had
possession and Fairfield was on the scoreboad.
They went for the two point conversion but failed, leaving the score at 17-6.
After trading punts, Newport News engineered
a fine drive and increased their lead to 24-6. The
big play was McMahon hitting wide receiver
Steve Wells on a slant pattern for 12 yards and
the score. Preston again converted the extra
point and the visitors were in the locker room at
halftime with a comfortable lead.
Down but not out, Fairfield slowly crept back.
Inspired by a tough goal line stand by the
defense, the offense went on the move. Some
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tough running by junior Tucker Campbell and
two key receptions by senior Paul DeMarco kept
the drive going. On a fourth down at the 11 yard
line, Grewcock found tight end Paul Barry all
alone in the end zone. Rick Smith added the extra point and Fairfield closed the gap to 27-13.
Fairfield finally discovered how to play defense
and shut down Newport News for the rest of the
game. With a little over two minutes to go,
McMahon went back to pass. Under heavy
pressure, he let go an abominable pass that hit
defensive end Mike Anderson in the numbers.
Anderson gathered in the ball and romped 45
yards, untouched, into the end zone. The Stags
missed the two point try and trailed by only eight
with 2:22 to play.
Clinging to a sliver of hope, Fairfield tried an
onsides kick. But Newport News supected the
strategy and recovered on their own 45 yard line.
They proceeded to hold on to the ball for the rest
of the game and held on to the victory, 27-19.
If Fairfield could have controlled the game early, they might have had a chance to win the
game. But too many mistakes, most notably in
the defensive secondary, hurt the Stags. On the
bright side, Tucker Campbell rushed for 135
yards, most on tough, individual efforts. Quarterback Dave Grewcock ended up 10-for-20 for 88
yards and two touchdowns. Also, the Stags put
points on the board for the first time this season.
Yet the problem still remains that Fairfield is 0-3.
Lack of consistency in the offense and a porous
defense are the two major worries for the Fairfield coaches and players.
Next week, Siene comes to town for the
homecoming game. Maybe the Stags will get on
track.
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Rugby Club Annihilates St John's
by Chip Greer
Under not so clear skies and a hill full of the
entire Tommy White clan, including fourth
cousins and their respective spoiuses, the Fairfield U. Ruggers soundly defeated a weaker St.
John's last Saturday.
The A's started off the afternoon and the scoring barrage began almost immediately. Joe
"Wheels" Dowd ws the first to break onto the
scoring column with a vicious forearm and a
tough 40 yard run. Dowd's ramble into the endzone put Fairfield ahead 4-0. Sal Spofera was
the next to score, putting a free kick through the
uprights from about 30 yards out for a 7-0 lead.
Then scooping the ball up on the sideline and
running the length of the field, "Coz" Costello
added another four points to the Fairfield lead.
The conversion wasmissed, but Sean Byrne
soon added another three points with a 40 yard
drop kick. Paul "Athlete of the Decade" Sheehy
finished out the first alf by scoring his forst try
of the day, and putting the Red Rugger ahead
22-0.
The second half saw an even stronger Fairfield
take the field against the frustrated St. John's.
Excellent scrum support from Kevin Ferguson,
Bill Roy, Sean Duffy, and the rest of the powerful red scrum contiunued and set up score after
score. Effective pop kicking and running by Jim
O'Brien and Pat Sheerin continued to befuddle
St. John's and keep them out of red terriroty for
most of the half. The second half was highlighted
by Paul Sheehy's threemore tries and convesion
kick. As well as excellent running and passing,
Sheehy and the other backs utilized the kick, a
key ingredient of Fairfield's game plan and an
element sorely lacking in previous contests. In
other scoring. Joe Dowd found his way into the
end zone once agin and John Freel broke two
tackles and sprinted for the score from 30 yards
out. With brilliant offensive play and sound
defensive hitting, the A's preserved the shutout
and went on to win 40-0. In the words of Red
Rugger leader and moral paragon Prof. Paul I.
Davis (PID), "I believe we've turned the corner...it's the first time in twenty years we've been
feared for our kicking!"
The B's took the field next andpicked up
where the A's left off. Tom "Family Reunion"
White started the half with a 25 yard run deep

into St. John's territory. Mark Flannagan was the
first to score as he ran the ball in from the 10.
Derrick Dunn was next, scoring on passes from
Flannagan (40 yards) and Bob Kaps (30 yards).
Mark ryan added another four and then set up
Re Santulli for a try. Ryan came back with his
second try of the afternoon to put the B's ahead
22-0. Good pushes from second rower Jim
Beausoliel, hooking by rookie Keith Jalbert, and
fantastic line-out play by Sean "I want to score"
O'Neil preserved the shutout for the rst of the
half.

The second half featured impressive popkicking by Mike Fox and a hard hitting performance
by Pops Hasson (despite his advancing age and
deteriorating physical condition). St. John's
came back with two penalty kicks, but could only
muster six pints as the Red Ruggers continued
to score at will. Pat "Looking Good'" Wolff
played an incredible game by blocking kicks,
stealing line-outs, and finally scoring the first
tryof his career. This put Fairfield ahead 26-6.
The rest of the game saw an increase in Fairfield
dominance. Johnny Johnson, John Mills, Terrence "Where am I" Tangney, and John Dooley

Rugger Joe Dowd barrels downfield in Fairfield's blowout of St. John's.

all contributed solid running and good tackling.
St. John's failed to score again, and the killer B's
notched their second win of the season.
The C's squared off next against a mixture of
A and B players from the Connecticut Yankees.
Despite losing the game 24-7, the C's showed
determination and skill. Kevin Mcdonough, Phil
Garvey, Bill McCormick, and Nick DeVito all
played solidly at back positions. Connor Gaynor
made his presence known with good play that
fended off many Yankee scoring drives. Chip
Turtle also played well at fullback.
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